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Abstract

Ultrafast Excited State Dynamics of Tris-(2,2’-Bipyridine) Ruthenium(II)

by

Alvin Tien-Wei Yeh

Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry

University of Californi~ Berkeley

Professor Charles V. Shank, Chair

Time resolved anisotropy measurements and time dependent transient absorption

measurements are used to study the evolution of the photoexcited Franck-Condon state to

the formation of the long-lived triplet metal-to-ligand charge-transfer (3MLCT) state in

tris-(2,2’-bipyridine) ruthenium. [Ru(bpy)3]2+ represents a large class of inorganic

compounds with interesting and potentially applicable photophysical properties. These

compounds have generated much interest in the inorganic chemistry community because

their photophysical properties are easily manipulated by synthetic chemistry methods.

However, little remains known about the processes which govern the evolution horn

initial photoexcitation to the formation of the long-lived excited state.

Metal to ligand charge transfer, when used to describe inorganic compounds, is a

description of how the compound reacts to the absorption of light. Typically, these

inorganic compounds are made of a transition metal with organic ligands, consisting of

carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, coordinated in a highly symmetrical manner to the metal

center. The highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) in these compounds are

isoenergetic with the frontier atomic orbitals of the metal and are localized to the metal
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center. The lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) are isoenergetic with the

coordinating Iigand orbitals and are localized to the ligands. Upon absorption of light in

which an electron is promoted from the HOMO to the LUMO, the electron is excited

from the metal to the ligands.

Time dependent transient absorption measurements resolve the evolution of the

initially excited state to the formation of the 3MLCT state. These measurements also

reveal ultrafast dynamics which are characterized as intramolecular in nature and are

associated with non-radiative relaxation processes. Symmetry argues the excited state

should be delocalized among the bipyridine ligands. Rapid, solvent dependent

depolarization of femtosecond anisotropy measurements indicate a change in symmetry

of the excited state horn a doubly degenerate delocalized state to a singly degenerate

localized state. The anisotropy measurements also reveal that localization is facilitated

through interactions with the solvent environment.

Two distinct processes have been resolved in the evolution of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ Franck-

Condon state to the formation of the 3MLCT state. Charge localization and ultrafast

dynamics associated with non-radiative relaxation pathways are distinguished by their

susceptibility to intermolecular interactions. These experiments represent the first

measurements resolving these processes in the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ metal to Iigand charge

transfer complex.
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1. Introduction
For the past few decades, metal to ligand charge transfer compounds have been one of

the most studied inorganic compounds. The intense interest generated in these

compounds comes from their interesting and potentially applicable photophysical

properties which can be easily manipulated by synthetic chemistry techniques. It is

generally true that the excited state of these molecules with these interesting

photophysical properties is not the initially photoinduced excited state of these

compounds.

Tns-(2,2’-bipyridine) ruthenium or [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is the prototypical molecule for

which to study the metal to ligand charge transfer complex. Fundamentally, the excited

state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ has broad appeal to a diversity of interests in physical and inorganic

chemistry. [Ru(bpy)3]2+ has many electronic characteristics malleable for different

applications and has spawned the growth of a variety of research interests. These

characteristics have led to research into such uses as a l@t sensitizer for electron transfer

reactions, a reduction-oxidation reagent, and a catalyst for a number of chemical

reactions, for example, the conversion of simple molecules like H20 to H2 or C02 to

CI-LI[l].

Much of this work utilizes the very long lived excited state (lifetime - ~s)of the

molecule. However, it is generally believed the initially formed, photoinduced excited

state evolves to form this long lived excited state. Despite the large amount of work done

with [Ru(bpy)3]2+, little is known and understood about the photophysical processes

which lead to and determine the properties of this long lived excited state.



How a molecule dissipates energy upon excitation is one of the main topics of physical

chemistry. The radiationless relaxation pathways utilized by an excited molecule are

divided into three distinct processes. These processes are illustrated in figure 1-1. A

G

c

Figure 1-1 Nonradiative relaxation processes. Illustrated are intramolecular vibrational relaxation
(IVR), internal conversion (IC) and intersystem crossing (ISC).

photon excites the system fi-om the ground state G to the excited state A. For short pulse

excitation, the laser pulse may couple to many vibrational levels of excited state A,

creating a superposition of vibrational states in the excited state or a time-dependent

wavepacket. Within the electronic state A, what is believed to be the most immediate

process is intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) or the relaxation of a

nonequilibrium distribution of vibrational level populations to an equilibrium distribution

of vibrational level populations. This equilibrium distribution is temperature dependent

and commonly described by the Boltzmann distribution. The system may also undergo

various electronic relaxation processes. “Spin allowed” relaxation processes are
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associated with internal conversion (IC) between electronic states. Long lived excited

states are generally associated with “spin forbidden” processes commonly referred to as

intersystem crossing (ISC). ISC involves a change in multiplicity of the system or a spin

“flip” which must coincide with a momentum conserving process (e.g. creation or

destruction of phonons). These processes have been introduced in the absence of

radiative relaxation processes and intermolecular interactions.

Upon photoexcitation, [Ru(bpy)3]2+ undergoes a spin allowed metal to ligand charge

transfer (lMLCT) and forms on some time scale a long lived triplet state (3MLCT). The

photophysical properties of this 3MLCT state have stimulated research in [Ru(bpy)3]2+ for

various uses in chemistry. Much of this work has focused on chemically manipulating

the properties of the 3MLCT state for various applications. Fundamental to the chemical

understanding of this state is the understanding of the processes involved in the creation

of this state. The experiments presented in this thesis are designed to observe and resolve

the processes involved in the lMLCT to 3MLCT conversion. These processes include

intermolecular processes and IVR, IC, and ISC relaxation pathways to facilitate the

conversion of the lMLCT to the formation of the 3MLCT state.

1. f Metal to Iigand charge transfer (MLC~ in [Ru(bpy)~2+--electronic
structure

The intense research interest in [Ru(bpy)3]2+ stems from its metal to ligand charge

transfer upon excitation by blue light. A portion of the absorption spectrum is shown in
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figure 1-2. The main absorptive feature with a maximum at 450 nm is the metal to Iigand

400 450 500 550 600

wavelength (rim)

Figure 1-2 MLCT absorption band of [Ru(bpy)3]2+in CH3CN.

charge transfer absorption band. Upon the absorption of light within this band, an

electron from the Ru d orbital is excited to the Z* orbital of the bipyridine ligand. The

MLCT absorption is the subject of this thesis, however, it should be noted that at higher

energies of the absorption spectrum include metal-metal and ligand-ligand absorption.

The electronic configuration for assigning these absorption, in particular the MLCT

absorption, can be made to a first approximation using the symmetry of the molecule.



Free Space /
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Figure 1-3 Illustrates the splitting of metal d-orbitals due to symmetry of Iigand field.

In fi-ee space, the d orbitals of a metal are degenerate. There is no axis or orientation

which can distinguish one orbital from the rest. However, in a six coordinate, octahedral

environment, the d-orbital degeneracy is split into a doubly degenerate (E) and triply

degenerate (T) d-orbital band. The breaking of degeneracy is based upon the orientation

of the orbitals relative to the coordinating ligands. The E orbitals orient in the direction

of coordinating Iigands and are raised in energy as opposed to the T orbitals which do not

orient toward coordinating ligands. In the symmetry of [Ru(bpy)3]2+, the T orbitals are

further split in the ligand field into a singly degenerate (Al) and doubly degenerate (E)

orbitals. This split is based upon the orbitals orientations relative to the unique axis of

the molecule, whether they lie in a plane of the C3 axis or in the plane orthonormal to this

axis.



The splitting of the d orbitals is caused by the symmetry of the Iigand field and its

strength varies with the electronegativity of the ligand and the size of the metal. The

ligand field strength is defined by the energy separation in the metal d orbitals. Ru has

six d electrons to fill the orbitals and the strength of the ligand field relative to electron-

electron repulsion determines how the d-orbitals will fill and whether the metal will be

high spin or low spin.

strength is larger than

lower three orbitals.

For [Ru(bpy)3]2+, the complex is low spin meaning the ligand field

the cost in energy of electron repulsion and the six electrons fill the

The bipyridine ligands have a two fold (C2) axis of symmetry bisecting the pyridine

rings. This is shown in figure 1-4. Then orbitals of the bipyridine ligands are separated

L*

o0 uo

Figure 1-4 The two-fold symmetry axis (CJ in 2,2’-bipyridine.

in energy with the n bonding orbitals symmetric with respect to the C2 axis (~) and the n*

antibonding orbitals antisyrnrnetric with respect to the C2 axis (qJ). The unoccupied n*
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antibonding orbitals of the three bipyridine ligands are degenerate (T) in octahedral

symmetry. In the reduced symmetry of [Ru(bpy)3]2+, the T orbitals of the bipyridine

ligands are split into states of A2 symmetry (singly degenerate) and E symmetry (doubly

degenerate).

The mixing of the d metal orbitals with then* antibonding orbitals of the ligand form

the highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular

orbitals (LUMO) as shown in figure 1-5. Because of the large difference in energy

/
— -%(%u)

T(d~~ =
—\— — E(dR~

Figure 1-5 Mapping of symmetry constructed frontier orbitals of [Ru(bpy)s]z+from octahedral
symmetry to Ds symmetry. The highest occupied molecular orbitais are metal centered and the
lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals are localized on the ligands.

between the occupied metal orbitals and the antibonding orbitals of the ligands, the

HOMO is nearly isoenergetic with the metal orbitals and therefore resides primarily on

the metal. The LUMO, nearly isoenergetic with the antibonding orbitals of the ligand,

resides primarily on the ligands. Therefore, upon excitation of an electron from the

HOMO to the LUMO, the electron is said to be excited from the metal to the ligands.
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The symmetry of inorganic complexes lends itself for the use of group theory to help

solve the wave equation,

Hv=Ev,

for these compounds (for a good review of applications of group theory to chemistry, see

reference [2]). The Hamiltonian contains all the physical quantities of the electrons and

nuclei of the system. Here yJ is the eigenfimction which describes the electronic and

nuclear distribution in a molecule. Upon exchange of like particles of the system, the

Harniltonian and eigenfunction are unchanged. Similarly, an exchange of particles

through a symmetry operation of the system will leave the system and the Harniltonian

unchanged. It is this symmetry property of the Harniltonian which is exploited in the use

of group theory.

The symmetry of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is assigned to the point group D3. This point group will

only support electronic states of single degeneracy and double degeneracy. The

molecular orbitals of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ will be eigenfimctions of the Hamiltonian for this

molecule and the symmetry of these eigenfunctions can be assigned to the irreducible

representations of the D3 point group. To a first approximation, the molecular orbitals, ~,

may be constructed from the linear combination of atomic orbitals, $i, of the system.

Quantum mechanically, this becomes an exercise of forming the eigenfunctions for the

Hamiltonian of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ from the basis set of atomic orbitals. In general, the

eigenfimctions and eigenvalues of an operator maybe found beginning with

where L is the eigenvalue of the operator A. From this, all of the eigenvalues of the

operator A maybe found using the characteristic equation,

8



For each eigenvalue & an eigenfimction(s) ~ of A may be constructed from a linear

combination of fimctions from the basis set {+}

V=~ci#i?
i

where

c, ‘($, IY’)>

given the degeneracy of L, g=l (g>l). This exercise reduces to finding the coefficients Ci

to all the functions in the basis {$} for each eigenvalue L. For molecules as large as

[Ru(bpy)J]2+, constructing the molecular orbitals for each electronic energy level

becomes an enormous task. However, by using group theory, the electronic states can be

approximated with a more tractable basis (e.g. frontier atomic orbitals, bonding orbitals,

etc.) while preserving the symmetry of the state.

The use of group theory begins to simplify the enormous task of constructing the

molecular orbitals by shrinking the basis set. Instead of using a basis of the 206

electronic wavefimctions in [Ru(bpy)q]2+, the wavefunctions of each energy level maybe

approximated using, for example, the c bonding orbitals between the bipyridine ligands

and the Ru metal. The o bonding orbitals form a basis from which the electronic states

may be formed. This basis maybe fi,u-thersimplified to three a bonding orbitals as



shown in figure 1-6 because the symmetry of the system is preserved. In the D3 point

N

(\N/

N

I7
/ N

RI

\

\
N

N J

2

— Ru

\
3

Figure 1-6 Simplification of the basis set. The symmetry of [Ru(bpy)s]z+is preserved in the
simplified stick figure.

group, this basis will combine to form the irreducible representations Al and E states.

The projection of each bonding orbital on the symmetry operations of each state combine

to form the irreducible representations from the G bonding orbital basis. The lowest state

is the totally symmetric Al state, 01+G2+CJ3,which is symmetrically equivalent to the

ground state. The first excited state or MLCT state is the doubly degenerate E state, ol -

~2-~3 and 02-~3. The E state is illustrated in figure 1-7. This state is a superposition of

the two electronic states which are orthonormal to each other.
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Figure 1-7 The symmetry constructed E state using a bonds from the center to the three ligands as a
basis. The sign denotes how the a bonds are combined to form the excited state.

1.2 Singlet to triplet intersystem crossing

There are a number of relaxation pathways through which a system may dissipate

energy. A subset of radiationless transitions was illustrated previously. It is generally

believed that ISC is one of the relaxation pathways through which the excited state of

[Ru(bpy)~]2+ dissipates energy. Upon photoexcitation of the [Ru(bpy)J]2+ molecule into

its MLCT absorption band, an electron is promoted horn the metal d-orbitals to an*

orbital of the Iigands. With an absorptivity of 14000 M-lcm-l, which is comparable to

dye molecules, the MLCT absorption (Zw -450 nm) is believed to be largely singlet in

nature. The fluorescence is red shifted (AX - 650 nm) and long lived (radiative lifetime

-10 ps). The spin multiplicity of the fluorescing state is widely accepted to be triplet in

nature. Excitation dependent studies of the quantum yield of fluorescence indicate the

quantum yield is independent of excitation wavelength[3, 4]. The independence of the
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fluorescence quantum yield to excitation wavelength suggests the yield of conversion

from the singlet manifold to the 3MLCT state is near unity.

The near unity quantum yield of the 3MLCT state is evidence that the ISC relaxation

pathway factors largely in the dynamics of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ excited state. It must

dominate “spin allowed” processes including IC and fluorescence. With the lMLCT

absorptivity G- 104 M-lcm-l, the rate of ISC can be estimated to be ki~C= 1010-1011see-l

Temperature dependent quantum yield and lifetime luminescence measurements have

determined this rate to be ki~C= 1011-1012see-l [5]. Fundamentally, the formation of the

3MLCT state from the lMLCT state cannot be understood without resolving the processes

involved in ISC. The time scale of experiments designed to observe the ISC must be

made on the subpicosecond time scale to resolve the excited state dynamics. A portion of

this thesis will present a variety of femtosecond pump-probe experiments to resolve the

excited state dynamics.

7.3 Localization of charge

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ can be assigned to the D3 point group. This assignment is supported by

structure determination measurements via x-ray crystallography[ 6]. The major axis of

the molecule is a three-fold axis (C3) perpendicular to the plane of the bipyridine ligands.

Bisecting each bipyridine ligand in the plane of the ligand is a two fold axis (C2) of

symmetry. The symmetry of the molecule dictates that there are two transition dipole

moments of different symmetry. One transition dipole moment is singly degenerate (A)

and lies parallel to the major three fold axis. The other dipole moment is doubly

degenerate (E) and lies in the plane of the bipyridine ligands. This is the symmetry of the

MLCT absorption dipole moment.
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Upon photoexcitation, an electron from the Ru metal is transferred to the bipyridine

ligands. The symmetry of the molecule does not differentiate one bipyridine from

another so the excited state should be delocalized among the ligands. Various Rarnan

and luminescence studies have supported a delocalized excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in

solid environments[7- 11]. Luminescence and Rarnan studies of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ through a

solid to liquid phase transition, however, indicate electron localization due to

intermolecular processes [9- 11]. Furthermore, studies in various solutions have shown

that on some very fmt time scale, the electron localizes to one bipyridine Iigand. Time

resolved resonance Raman (TRRR) compared the bipyridine Raman spectrum of the

excited *[Ru(bpy)3]2+ with the ground state [RuIII(bpy)3]3+and a bipyridine radical Raman

spectrum. It was found the excited *[Ru(bpy)3]2+ Raman spectrum was the sum of the

ground state [Ru111(bpy)3]3+and the bipyridine radical Raman spectra. This indicated that

within the time resolution of this experiment (-2 ps) the electron had localized to a single

bipyridine ligand[12, 13]. In addition, time resolved anisotropy experiments and TRRR

on [Ru(bpy)3]2+ have observed electron hopping among the ligands[14, 15].

There is evidence which suggests the environment in which [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is placed

influences the properties of its excited state. Our understanding of the photophysics of

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ must include an understanding of these intermolecuku interactions which

manipulate the excited state. The time scale of localization may have profound

consequences on our understanding of the excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+. For example, if

the electron is initially localized upon excitation, this would conflict with the D3 point

group assignment to [Ru(bpy)3]2+ implying the solvent interaction is strong enough to
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change the molecular symmetry. The experiments,presented in this thesis will utilize

symmetry to observe charge localization. These results are presented in chapter 3.

,
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2. Spectral Evolution of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ Excited State
The photophysical properties of metal to ligand charge transfer complexes have

generated much interest. Their excited state properties are easily influenced chemically

making these complexes an ideal candidate for uses in a variety of photoinitiated

reactions including reduction-oxidation reactions, photosensitizing reactions, and

photochemical reactions[l, 16-23]. It is generally true that the reactive excited state in

these complexes is not the initially excited state. Pivotal to understanding and eventually

controlling the properties of the reactive state hinge on understanding the processes

involved in the formation of this state.

One of the most studied molecules of this class of inorganic complexes is tris-(2,2’-

bipyridine) ruthenium or [Ru(bpy)3]2’. It exhibits a strong absorption, on the order of

10000 M-l cm-l absorptivity, centered at 450 nm in the visible with a relatively long lived

fluorescence (lifetime -1 ps) centered at 650 nm. The strong absorption in the blue

portion of the visible spectrum is a metal to ligand charge transfer (MLCT) absorption

band. Upon excitation, an electron from the metal d-orbitals is promoted to the Z*

antibonding orbitals of the bipyridine ligands. From this initial excitation, the system

undergoes an intersystem crossing to the formation of the reactive state from which the

long lived fluorescence is seen. It is generally believed that the initial excitation is a

singlet absorption (lMLCT) which evolves to a 3MLCT state. Transient absorption

spectroscopy is used to capture the evolution of the excited state from the lMLCT state to

the 3MLCT state and resolve the processes involved in the formation of the 3MLCT state.

The fluorescing state or the lowest excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in solution is believed

to be a triplet state localized on one of the bipyridine Iigands. The formation of a triplet
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state must involve an intersystem crossing. The magnitude of spin-orbit coupling due to

the metal center has been a matter of debate, but the spin quantum numbers remain on the

labels of the excited state. The absorbing state has been calculated to be 90’%.singlet and

the fluorescing state to be 90’% triplet in nature[24-26]. The intersystem crossing may be

facilitated by phonons, but it has been found that the Ru-N bond length shows little

change upon excitation[27-30].

The symmetry of the molecule is such that one bipyridine ligand is not differentiable

flom the other two. Time resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy has shown that upon

excitation, the electron localizes to a single bipyridine ligand in less than 2 ps[12, 13,3 1].

The localization of charge to a single ligand may involve intramolecular processes or

intermolecular interactions with the solvent. The symmetry of the molecule must be

broken by some fluctuation whether solvent induced or through an intramolecular process

which causes the electronic wavefunction in the excited state to localize to a single

Iigand.

2.1 Dynamics of transient absorption spectroscopy

Transient absorption spectroscopy is used to track the evolution of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+

excited state from the Frank-Condon region to the lowest triplet excited state. Long time

differential absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ have been previously measured[l 7,32,

33]. This will provide a reference for the differential absorption spectrum of the lowest

energy excited state of the molecule.

The experiment is similar to pump-probe spectroscopy in which a pump pulse and a

probe pulse are spatially overlapped on the sample. In this case the sample is a solution

of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ dissolved in acetonitrile in a 200 pm pathlength cell at a concentration
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with an absorbance of 0.5 OD at 475 nm. The measurement is the difference in

transmission of the probe through the sample with the pump on and pump off. Time

dependence is attained by delaying the probe pulse relative to the pump pulse.

Consequently, negative (positive) time delays signifi the probe pulse arrives before

(after) the pump pulse and the differential transmission is time integrated at each delay.

The time resolution of the experiment is dependent upon the temporal width of the pump

and probe pulses.

For positive probe delays, the pump pulse with intensity profile Ii(t) induces a change

in the absorption of the sample,

As(t) = ~dt’A(t -t’)], (t’) ,

where A(t) is the response function of the sample. The pump-probe signal is the change

in intensity of the probe pulse 12(t) = aI1(t), a<<l, due to the pump modulated absorption

of the sample, Au(t).

the signal becomes,

For positive probe delays z over some small sample pathlength d,

AI, (r) = ad ~dr’ A(r’+r) ~dt’ll (Z’+t’)ll (t’),

which is the convolution of the system response function and the pump and probe pulse

autocorrelation function.[34]

In transient absorption spectroscopy, the probe pulse is collected after the sample and

dispersed spectrally on a diode array. In this way, the experiment provides both temporal

and spectral information of the dynamics of the system. However, for finite pulses, there

are contributions to the total transient absorption spectrum when the probe pulse precedes

the pump and when the pump and probe pulses are overlapped which cannot be
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accounted for in the previous theoretical treatment. These contributions have been

studied previously and will be briefly reviewed[34-38].

The signal for transient absorption will be seen as a differential transmittance of the

probe pulse due to the effects of the pump pulse. The field of the pulses at point r will be

defined,

E(r, t) = Epu (r, t)e-’ti+k’””’ + EPr (r, t)e-iti+ik’r”r + cc.,

where E(r,t) is a slowly varying field envelope, k is the wavevector and o is the central

frequency. The pulse field will induce a polarization P(r,t) in the sample which can act

back upon the pulse field,

[V2”+H(’’)=$$P(”)
The transmittance of the probe pulse traveling in the z direction will be spectrally

resolved [ E(o, r) = ~dte-ia E(t, r) ] at the detector and defined,

E,, (q Z) 2

T(@) = ‘7
EP, (0,0)

as the ratio of intensities of the probe pulse before and after the sample. The probe field

after the sample will see contributions from linear absorption by the sample and a small

change in this linear absorption by the pump pulse, Epr (to, z) = E~~ (o, z) + Es) (u, z).

The differential transmittance of the probe

Epr (o, z) 2 – Epr (to, z) 2, then becomes

field with the pump on and the pump off,

AT E:) (co,Z)

—=2Re
T E:; (@>z) “
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when normalized by the transmittance of the probe pulse. In the limit of slowly varying

field envelopes compared with the central frequency, the normalized differential

transmittance of the probe can be rewritten in terms of the induced polarization in the

sample

AT P;;) (0)
—~~Im

T E,, (u) “

The polarization induced by the pulse fields is determined by the response of the

sample. This response of the sample maybe captured by use of the density matrix p(t)

and the Liouville equation,

dp “
- -~[H(t),p(t)]- r(t)~(t),

z– h

where I’(t) represents some relaxation function. In the density matrix, the diagonal terms

represent populations and the off-diagonal terms represent polarizations or a

superposition of states. In this way, a statistical mixture of states is characterized on the

diagonal of the matrix and the off-diagonal terms represent a superposition of states. For

a two level system, the dynamics of P(3)(t) is captured in the off-diagonal element of the

density matrix, &(t). All terms which contribute to the pump-probe signal will be all

orderings of the pulse fields in the phase-matched direction, k=kpu-kpu+kpr. The total

polarization response for a two-level system with phenomenological decays will be

+ E;. (N’)EPU(t”)EP, (t’)Rz (t, t’, t“, t“’)

+ E;u (t”’)Epu(t”)Epr (t’)l?~(t, t’, t“, t’”)
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+ Epti (t”’)E;u (d)Epr (t’)l?4 (t, t’, t“, t’”)

+ E;u (d”)Ep, (t”)Epu (t’)R2 (t, t’, t“, t“’)

+ E;u (t’’’)Epr(t”)Epu (t’)I?J (t, t’, t“, t’”)

+ Epr (tm)E;u (t”)Epu (t ‘)R1(t, t’, t“, t’”)

+ Ep, (f”)E;u (t “)EPU(t’)R4 (t, t’, t “,t’”)]

where T1 and T2 are exponential decay time constants for population and polarization

dephasing, respectively, and Ri (t, t‘, t”, t ‘“)are the third order response functions. The

third order response functions contain the system response to the three fields. For a two

level system,

R, = (Uba(t - t’)Ubb(t’ -t”)uba (t” - t“’)paa@)) ,

R, = (Uba(t – t’)Ubb(t’ – t“)Uab(t” – t“’)paa(0)) >

R, = (Uba(t – t’)Uaa(t’ – t“)Uab(t” – t’”)paa(0)) ,

R, = (Ub=(t - t’)U=a(t’ - t“)Uba(t” - t’”)pa (0)) ,

where Uij is the propagator for the system[38]. For example, in RI, the system begins in a

relaxed state with Ia)(a 1. The first field interaction is marked by t’”and the system

propagates in the superposition state Ib)(a I until the second field interaction at t“ which

creates a population state Ib)(b 1. The third field at t’creates a polarization state Ib)(a I

until the measurement of the probe field at time t. It becomes obvious

number of field interactions will always create a polarization state and

interactions creates a population state.
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The first four terms in F$) (t) represent contributions to the signal which is usually

associated with pump-probe. That is the pump pulse induces a change in the sample

followed by an interrogation of the pump effect in the sample with a probe pulse. The

following two terms are contributions when the pump and probe pulses are overlapped

spatially and temporally in the sample. The effect arising from this situation has

commonly been referred to as the “coherent artifact”. The last two terms can only be

seen in pump-probe when the probe is spectrally resolved. The contributions from these

terms are collectively referred to as

when the probe precedes the pump.

“pump-perturbed free induction decay” and occur

2.1.1 Pump Perturbed Free Induction Decay

The terms in the total polarization Pj;) (t) which are due to pump-perturbed free

induction decay are ones at negative probe delays or with the electric field orderings

~r.b.--rn~”~%umpmp. The label of this effect implies the polarization induced in the

sample by the preceding probe pulse is perturbed by the trailing pump pulse. This

necessarily means this effect can only be seen at negative delays within the lifetime of the

polarization. The pump perturbed signal appears as an oscillating signal in frequency

space. This effect will not be seen when time integrating over all frequencies of the

probe.

Assuming exponential dephasing of the polarization induced in the sample by the

probe pulse, this will transform as a lorentzian in fkequency space. For spectrally

resolved pump-probe measurements, the polarization is sampled in the phase-matched

direction (k= kP,O~e+ kPU~PT kPU~p) of ~~~)(t) after three field interactions. For zero

probe delay relative to the pump, the polarization is sampled as its dephasing begins and
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transforms to a lorentzian in frequency space. For negative probe delays, the initial pulse

(the probe pulse) induces a polarization in the sample and the following pump pulse

perturbs this polarization dephasing. Frequency components are added in the transform

of the polarization decay and the period of the oscillations decrease with increasing delay

between pump and probe. This effect is illustrated in figure 2-1 and maybe compared to

J

probe delay = -25

probe delay = -50

r I J
o 200 400 600 800 1000-30 -20

Time (au.) O*T

Figure 2-1 The effect of truncation of exponential decay functions at different points in time. This
illustrates the effect of pump-perturbed free induction decay.

calculations for a two-level system in reference [37]. The left side of figure 2-1 are time

domain traces of the exponential polarization decay. The exponential time constant for

the decay is ~ = 100. For the series of probe delays, the perturbation of the pump is

modeled simply as a truncation of the exponential decay. The right side of figure 2-1 is

the Fourier transform of the corresponding time traces. For negative probe delays, where

the pump perturbs the polarization decay, frequency components are added to account for

the truncation of the exponential decay function. As the delay between the arrival times
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of the pump and probe pulse shortens, the period of the oscillations in the Fourier

transform increases.

2.1.2 Coherent Artifact

The coherent artifact arises from terms in which the field ordering is l&~~—~~obe—

~U~P. This can only occur when the pump and probe pulses are overlapped spatially and

temporally in the sample. This effect is seen in pump-probe signals when resolved

spectrally and when the probe is integrated over all wavelengths.

The pump and probe fields interact in the sample and create a spatially varying

excitation, k = kkPU~P+ kP,O~,. This is sometimes referred to as a “population grating”

The third field interacts with this population grating and is scattered in the phase matched

direction of k = kP~O~,.The coherent artifact is therefore an additional contribution to the

pump-probe sigml and does not reflect changes in the transmittance of the probe through

the sample. The time resolution of the pump-probe experiment is determined by the

temporal width of the pulses and the population dynamics of the system can only be

reliably interpreted when the pulses are separated temporally.

When the pump-probe experiment is resolved spectrally, an enhancement to

vibrational sidebands can be seen when the pulses are overlapped due to a Raman-like

effect[39-43]. In describing this effect, it is instructional to first review the physics of

Raman spectroscopy (for a good review see reference [44]).

The resonance Raman polarizability can be described as
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where the Born-Oppenheimer and the Condon approximations are invoked; M is the

magnitude of the electronic transition moment; i, v, and fare the initial, intermediate and

final vibrational states and &iand&v are their respective energies. EOis the energy

separation between the lowest vibrational levels in the ground and excited state potentials

and EL is the incident laser energy. The homogeneous linewidth is reflected in r. The

resonance Raman cross section then becomes,

ui+~ ccJW4E;E~ ~ (flw’1’)2
.&v–&i+EO– E~–ir ‘

where Es is the energy of the scattered photons.

Resonance Raman can be described in the time domain by expressing the denominator

of the Raman polarizability as a half-Fourier transform,

This can be put in a more descriptive form by bringing the excited state propagator

–i(q+llo)f - iHt

(e h =eh ) inside the overlap integral and removing the sum over v,

ai+f‘~~dt(f li(~))ei(’’+~+lT)’ ,

and the Raman cross section then becomes,

The Raman cross section is dependent upon the overlap of the propagating wavefunction

on the excited state Ii(t)) and the ground state wavefhnction If).

Resonance Raman in the time domain is illustrated in figure 2-2. The laser excites the
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Figure 2-2 Illustration of resonance Raman spectroscopy in the time domain. The Raman spectrum

is the half Fourier transform of the time dependent overlap of the propagating wavepacket i(t))

and the final state j).

ground state wavefunction to the excited state potential well. In this potential well, the

–iHt

wavefimction is time-dependent and is propagated by e h . Initially, when

Ii(t)) = ii(o)), there is no overlap between the orthonormal wavefimctions, but as Ii(t))

propagates, the overlap increases through a maximum and recedes for the rest of the half

of a vibrational period. In the last half of the vibrational period, the overlap builds to a

maximum then recedes to zero at the end of the fill period. The Raman spectrum is the

square of the half Fourier transform of the time dependence of this overlap.

The term in the coherent artifact responsible for enhancement of vibrational sidebands

in spectrally resolved pump-probe,

t’–t”t–t’+t”–tm

Ld’’b”[m
dt”’EjU(t’’’)EP,(t “)EPU(t’)Rq (t, t’, t“,t’”)e “ e ‘2 ,
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is illustrated in figure 2-3. The first pump field interaction creates a superposition state

Figure 2-3 Pictorial representation of third order Raman signals. The Raman signal is dependent on
the overlap of the propagating wavepackets on the ground and excited state potential surfaces (see
text).

with the bra propagating on the excited state potential surface while the ket remains in its

ground state. The interaction with the probe field places the propagating bra wavepacket

on the ground state potential surface displaced from its origin. This creates a propagating

bra wavepacket on the ground state. The propagating bra wavepacket is demarked as a

dotted line in the figure. The assumption here is that the probe field arrives when the bra

wavepacket is sufficiently displaced on the excited state potential surface from its hole in

the ground state. The second pump field interacts with the system, promoting the ket to

the excited state. The overlap of this ket wavepacket with the displaced bra wavepacket

on the ground state contributes to the pump-probe signal when the pulses are temporally

overlapped. In this sense, it leads to “Raman enhancement” of vibrational sidebands in

spectrally resolved pump-probe signals.
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2.1.3 Population Dynamics

For the field orderings Ep.mP--EpumP-Epro~, there are four terms in F’/~)(t) which

capture the population dynamics of a two level system. These four terms are usually

associated with pump-probe spectroscopy and can be related to stimulated emission,

impulsive Raman, and nonlinear absorption. In addition, these terms reflect dynamics

not only associated with the excited state, but with the ground state as well.

It is instructive to review linear absorption[44] in the time domain before reviewing

the nonlinear signals arising from ~~~)(t). In frequency space, the absorption cross

section can be described by

1(I)1
2

x

vi
0=abs

. (&.-S~+&I ‘~. )’+r”

where the variables have the same meaning when describing Raman. This time, by

taking the fill Fourier transform of the denominator and employing the same

simplifications as before, the absorption cross section in the time domain can be

described by

c~+f ‘M2~. ~~dt(ili(t)~’(’’+~+rr)f .

As opposed to Raman, the absorption cross section is determined by the time dependence

of the overlap between the propagating wavepacket on the excited state i(t)) with the
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ground state hole it left behind Ii(0)). This is illustrated in figure 2-4. The overlap is

Figure 2-4 Pictorial representation of linear absorption in the time domain. The absorption

spectrum is the full Fourier transform of the time dependent overlap between the wavepacket Ii(t))

and the ground state i(0)) (see text).

maximum at the time of the promotion of the ground state wavepacket to the excited

state. The overlap will then recede and then recur at a vibrational period. The fill

Fourier transform of the time dependence of this overlap becomes the absorption

spectrum.

The nonlinear absorption contribution to the signal terms of I& (t) is described by

t’-f”t-f+t”-t-

P’P’”P”’T’T Epu (tm)E;u (t”)Epr (t’)R4 (t, t’, t”, t’”) ,
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and is illustrated in figure 2-5. In the figure, two field interactions with the pump pulse

Figure 2-5 Wavepacket dynamics in nonlinear absorption (see text).

create a time dependent wavepacket on the ground state. The interaction with the probe

field promotes this wavepacket to the excited state and the contribution from this term is

dependent upon the overlap of this wavepacket with the ground state wavefunction. This

term is analogous to linear absorption in the sense that the signal arises fi-om the overlap

of the wavepacket on the excited state with the ground state wavefunction.

The impulsive Raman contribution to the signal is described by

t’–t”t-t’+f”–t”

L“’L!’”S$’”’=T
E;ti (t”’)Epu(t”)Epr (t’)R, (t, t ‘,t “,t’”),

and the wavepacket dynamics can be pictorially represented in the same way as the

Raman term in the coherent artifact. That is, two field interactions with the pump places

the bra wavefimction as a time dependent wavepacket on the ground state; the third field

from the probe pulse promotes the ket wavefunction to the excited state and the
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contribution fi-om this term becomes the overlap of the ket wavepacket on the excited

state with the bra wavepacket on the ground state.

In both nonlinear absorption and impulsive Rarnan, the pump pulse creates a

propagating wavepacket on the ground state potential surface. The dynamics observed

from these terms will therefore reflect dynamics of the ground state potential surface. In

contrast, stimulated emission terms reflect dynamics on the excited state potential

surface<

The stimulated emission terms in ~~~)(t) are described by

t’-t”t–t’+t”–r”

[.’’’s/’”s2’”’-7Epu (tm)qu (t’’)Epr(t’)R, (t, t ‘,t “,t’”),

and

f’-t” f-f ’+t”-t-

L“’sYt”s:’m’=T
E;u (t’”)Epu (t”)Epr (t ‘)R2 (t, t’, t “, t’”) ,
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and are illustrated in figure 2-6. Interaction with the pump pulse promotes both the bra

Figure 2-6 Wavepacket dynamics in stimulated emission (see text).
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and ket to the excited state potential surface creating an excited state population

wavepacket. The difference in the stimulated emission terms not depicted in the figure is

whether the third field interacts with the bra or the ket wavefi.mction. The third field will

create a propagating wavepacket on the ground state and the signal from these terms

becomes the overlap between the bra and the ket on the ground and excited state surfaces.

2.2 Evolution of [Ru(bpy)~2’ transient absorption spectrum

Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ are shown in figure 2-7 with the time

5000fs

500fs

I 200fs

.. .

.... ............................ .... . :

-

440 450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530

Wavelength (rim)

Figure 2-7 Time resolved transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)~]2+in CH3CN.

delays, from -100 fs to 500 fs and an additional delay at 5 ps, offset from each other. The

polarization orientation of the pump pulse relative to the probe pulse was set at the magic

angle to eliminate the contribution of possible anisotropy to the signal. An increase in the

differential transmission of the probe is seen to grow in beginning at O fs delay and

evolve until 300 fs delay afterwhich the differential spectrum no longer appears to

evolve. Comparison of the differential transmission spectra measured at 500 fs and 5 ps
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delay in figure 2-7 with long time differential absorption spectra of the long lived excited

state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ shows the spectra are essentially superimposable[33].

There are threemain contributions to the differential spectrum as shown in figure 2-8.

Excited State Absorption

Bleach

v

Stimulated Emission

u

Figure 2-8 Contributions to differential transmission spectra include bleaching of the absorption,
excited state absorption of the probe and stimulated emission.

Positive contributions to the differential transmission spectrum come from bleaching of

the absorption by the pump pulse and stimulated emission from the excited state back

down to the ground state. The bleach of the absorption and stimulated emission are

described by terms in the previously reviewed theoretical treatment. The theoretical

treatment for a two-level system, however, does not account for excited state absorption.

This contribution is negative to the differential transmission spectrum and involves the

absorption of the probe pulse to promote population to a higher excited state. All three

photoprocesses can contribute to the differential spectrum which would reflect the sum of

the contributions.
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Prior to 300 fs, the spectra exhibit an excited state absorption to shorter wavelengths of

the bleach which shifts further to shorter wavelengths with time. At 300 fs, the excited

state absorption has shified outside of the spectral window of the probe pulse. The

differential absorption spectrum of the long lived excited state[l 7,32, 33] shows an

excited state absorption at wavelengths less than 400 nm and this is where the induced

absorption is expected to evolve. From the time dependent spectra, the dynamics of the

system are illustrated in figure 2-9. Upon excitation in the Frank-Condon region, the

probe pulse experiences an

lMLCT
1

~

3MLCT

NJ’
Figure 2-9 Pictorial representation of wavepacket dynamics seen in the transient absorption spectra
of [Ru(bpy)3]2+(see text).

increase in transmission from the bleach of the ground state. Contributing to this bleach

signal is an absorption of the photoinduced wave-packet to a higher energy excited state.

This manifests itself in the negative signal indicative of an excited state absorption to

shorter wavelengths of the positive signal of the bleach. As the wavepacket evolves to
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the lowest energy excited state potential well, the energy of the induced absorption shifts

higher in energy until it is no longer in the spectral window of the probe pulse.

These measurements indicate the formation of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ 3MLCT excited state

occurs quickly, on the time scale of the experiment, and calls into question the typical

model of excited state relaxation. The rate at which the differential transmission

spectrum evolves calls into question the model of energy relaxation in which relaxation is

accomplished in a sequence of cascading events from intramolecular vibrational

relaxation (IVR) to internal conversion UC) to intersystem crossing (ISC). IVR is widely

believed to be the fastest simply because the system evolves on the same potential

surface. IC is generally believed to be the faster of the remaining two processes because

it relaxes within the spin-allowed manifold.

Previous work in measuring the quantum yield of formation of the lowest excited state

or reactive state (3MLCT) indicate a yield of near unity[3, 4, 16]. This is an interesting

revelation in that it suggests the “spin forbidden” process of intersystem crossing

dominates the relaxation of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ as opposed to “spin allowed” processes such as

internal conversion and fluorescence. The transient absorption experiment is not

sensitive to the spin multiplicity of the excited state. However, the wavepacket motion

seen in the time-resolved differential spectra does not suggest a cascading event of

relaxation processes in the formation of the 3MLCT.

The traditional models of IVR, IC, and ISC for energy relaxation need to be modified

to explain the excited state dynamics resolved with this experiment. The wavepacket

dynamics seen in the time-resolved differential spectra suggest a fast evolution of the

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ excited state from the lMLCT state to the formation of the 3MLCT state.
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The implications of these results suggest that the processes which govern the formation

of the excited state seen on the ps time scale (e.g. intersystem crossing, charge

localization) occur on an ultrafast time scale in less than 300 fs.
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3. Breaking of symmetry-localization of charge
The reactive excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ has been well studied by inorganic chemists.

It is commonly referred to as the 3MLCT, indicating the prevalent view that the spin

quantum number is preserved and that the excited state undergoes an intersystem

crossing. What is not indicated by the label of the reactive excited state but is commonly

believed for the molecule in a liquid environment is that the electron in this excited state

is localized on one bipyridine ligand following the work in reference[ 12, 45]. This work

used time resolved resonance Raman spectroscopy and compared the vibrational spectra

of ground state [RurII(bpy)3]3+, excited *[Ru(bpy)3]2+ and a bipyridine (bpy-) anion to

show electron localization on one ligand. This study found that the Raman spectrum of

*[Ru(bpy)3]2+ was composed of two sets of Raman modes, one corresponding to

[Ru111(bpy)3]3+modes and the other corresponding to bpy- modes. This was one

indication the excited state should be described as [Ru111(bpy)2(bpy-)]2+,where the

electron is promoted from the Ru metal and localizes to one bpy ligand[12].

A second comparison was made among the Raman spectra of bpy-, *[Ru(bpy)3]2+ and

*[Ru(bpy)2(en)]2+ (en= ethylenediamine). If charge was delocalized in the excited state,

the Raman spectra should have different frequency shifts for resonances associated with

the bpy ligand. These different fi-equency shifts would result from different electron

densities with e-/3 per bpy for *[Ru(bpy)J]2+ and e-/2 per bpy for *[Ru(bpy)2(en)]2+.

frequency shifts were found to be nearly identical providing further evidence for a

localized excited state[12]. This practice has since been extended to other metal to

The

ligand

charge transfer complexes to study the electronic structure of their excited states[l 3, 15,

46-53].
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The three fold symmetry of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ dictates that the bipyridine ligands are

indistinguishable from each other. In the three fold symmetry of the molecule, the

MLCT excited state should be a doubly degenerate state delocalized among the

bipyridine ligands. This delocalized MLCT state has yet to be observed experimentally

for the molecule in a liquid environment. This has raised some questions about the effect

of the solvent on the symmetry of the molecule[9, 11,47, 54-58].

The work presented in this chapter utilizes the difference in symmetry of a delocalized

state compared to a localized state. This difference is illustrated in figure 3-1. For a

delocalized electron, the ligands remain indistinguishable ffom each other and the D3

symmetry of the molecule is preserved. However, a localized electronic wavefunction

breaks the three fold axis of symmetry and the molecular symmetry is reduced. The

C2

D
—

D
Ru

Figure 3-1 A delocalized electronic wavefunction preserves D3 symmetry. A localized wavefunction
reduces the D3 symmetry to C2 symmetry.
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corresponding transition moments will also be different in symmetry. A delocalized state

will have a corresponding transition moment which is doubly degenerate and a localized

state will have a corresponding transition moment which is singly degenerate. The

symmetry of the transition moment of the MLCT state maybe probed by an anisotropy

measurement.

3.1 Introduction to the anisotropy measurement

The anisotropy measurement uses polarized light to measure the symmetry of the

transition moment in a chromophore and its orientation. Typically, a sample is excited by

polarized light and the absorption of light or the emission of light with polarizations

parallel and perpendicular to the incident light are measured and compared. By using

short, linearly polarized laser pulses, changes to the symmetry or orientation of the

transition moment may be measured with time. This technique was extensively used with

picosecond pulses to measure molecular rotations in solutions (for example see

references[59, 60]).
,

The pulses used for the time resolved anisotropy measurements presented here are 25

fs in duration centered at 480 nm with a repetition rate of 540 Hz. A simple diagram of
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the experimental setup is shown in figure 3-2. The experiment is similar to the setup for

Polarization
BS m

Cube

Figure 3-2 Simple diagram of the experimental setup for an anisotropy measurement (see text).

a pump-probe measurement with the polarization of the probe beam oriented 45° to the

pump. After the beams are crossed in the sample, the probe is split by a polarization

beam splitting cube to facilitate simultaneous detection of polarization components of the

probe both parallel and perpendicular to the pump. By simultaneously detecting parallel

and perpendicular components, errors caused by fluctuations in laser intensity are

eliminated.

The theory for anisotropy experiments is well developed for fluorescence spectroscopy

and is analogous to pump-probe measurements for positive probe delays following

dephasing. For fluorescence anisotropy experiments, light emitted both parallel and

perpendicular to the pump pulse are measured and compared as opposed to measuring the

differential transmittance of the parallel and perpendicular components of the probe pulse
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relative to the pump pulse in pump-probe. The theory for fluorescence anisotropy[59, 61,

62] necessarily implies no excited state absorption of the probe and is an additional

condition, along with positive probe delays following dephasing, for it to apply to pump-

probe anisotropy.

If ~i is the unit vector in the direction of the electric field of incident light and p is the

transition moment of absorption, the intensity of the fluorescence parallel to the pump

polarization is

where ~ is the lifetime of the excitation. The first dot product represents the absorption of

polarized light and the second dot product represents the emission of light polarized

parallel to the pump polarization. Similarly, the intensity of the fluorescence

perpendicular to the pump polarization is

Anisotropy is defined[61]

111– 11
r=

1,, + 211 “

In an isotropic distribution of singly degenerate transition dipole moments,

is the anisotropic term which is dependent upon the projection of the transition moment at

time t upon the transition moment initially excited. This is normalized by
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which has no polarization dependence and represents the population kinetics of the

system. The anisotropy of the system

follows a second order Legendre polynomial as shown in figure 3-3. As can be seen, the

r

~--------------- ---------------------- ‘, ---------------------- --------------

-07
“.-

-1 -0.5 0 0.5

Cos e

1

Figure 3-3 Anisotropy as”afunction of angle for an isotropic distribution of singly degenerate
transition moments.

maximum value for the anisotropy of a singly degenerate transition moment is r = 0.4.

This occurs when p(t) remains aligned with the initial transition moment p(0). The

minimum value is -0.2 and occurs when p(t) is normal to v(O). There are two points on

the graph in which r = O. There is no anisotropy or orientational dependence at these

points and the angle for these points 0 = 54.7° is commonly referred to as the magic

angle.
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The maximum value for the anisotropy can be realized for molecules with a singly

degenerate transition moment and can be described by a two level system. An example

of one such molecule is the laser dye 3,3’-diethyloxacarbocyanine iodide or DOCI. As

seen in figure 3-4, DOCI has a two fold axis of symmetry which will only support singly

(x/ 0, /“x)\H
—%:—~

\ .tc \l,
N

\ I
tiH2CH3 H~CH2C

I-

Figure 3-4 Chemical structure of 3,3’-diethyloxacarbocyanine iodide (DOCI).

degenerate transition moments.

The time dependent anisotropy is constructed fi-om the pump-probe signals with the

probe polarization parallel and perpendicular to the pump polarization. Simultaneously

collected signals for DOCI with parallel and perpendicular probe polarizations to the
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pump polarization are shown in figure 3-5. A reference is subtracted from the parallel

probe IIpump

AT/T

o
I 1

-200 0 200 400 600 800 1000

Probe delay (fs)

Figure 3-5 Simultaneously collected pump-probe traces of DOCI with the probe polarization parallel
and perpendicular to the pump polarization.

and perpendicular signals in differential preamplifiers. The parallel and perpendicular

signals are input to lockin amplifiers locked to the frequency of a chopper in the path of

the pump beam. Other than the signal levels, there is very little difference seen in the

dynamics of the parallel and perpendicular pump-probe traces. From these pump-probe

traces, the constructed time dependent anisotropy is shown in figure 3-6. In figure 3-6

anisotropy is plotted versus probe delay. As can be seen, there is no time dependence to

the anisotropy of DOCI, which has a constant value of r = 0.4 for all time shown in figure

3-6. There is no depolarization of the anisotropy due to rotation. These measurements
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Figure 3-6 Time dependent anisotropy of DOCI. DOCI was used to calibrate the anisotropy
measurement.

are performed on a time scale much less than the molecule’s rotation time.

Anisotropy values larger than r = 0.4 can only be seen from transition moments with

higher symmetry than single degeneracy and then only in pump-probe differential

transmission experiments. These signals are derived from coherence induced in the

molecules by the pump pulse. As such, some work has been done to use anisotropy to

measure dephasing times of molecules (for example, see reference[63]). Anisotropy

values larger than r = 0.4 can not be seen by fluorescence.

The theory for pump-probe anisotropy experiments on doubly degenerate transitions

moments is well developed and will only be briefly reviewed here[63, 64]. An energy
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level diagram for a doubly degenerate system is shown in figure 3-7. The ground state is

E

A

Figure 3-7 Energy level diagram of a system with a doubly degenerate excited state.

a totally symmetric A state and the excited state is a doubly degenerate E state. The E

state is composed of two degenerate, orthonormal states labeled S. and SYwith

corresponding transition moments aligned along the x and y axis of the molecule.

Initially, the pump pulse will create a filly coherent state or Raman state in which the

state is a superposition of A, SXand SY. The ratio of perpendicular to parallel pump-probe

signals for this state is equivalent to the resonance Raman depolarization ratio p = 1/8.

Following the geometric arguments of reference [63, 64], the parallel and perpendicular

signals are an orientational average over a combination of four cosine functions
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where & represents cos &~ where 6 is the angle between the polarization of light and

the molecular axis. The last terms in the averages represent contributions from the

interfering superpositions of A ~ SX and A + SY transitions. The anisotropy expected

from this Raman state is r = 0.7.

The system may partially dephase in which there is no coherence between SXand SY

but coherence between A and SXand A and SYremains. The parallel and perpendicular

signals then become

I,,cc(z;+z; ),

and the anisotropy is r = 0.4. After complete dephasing in which the system is composed

of a statistical mixture of SXand SYof equal proportions, the signals become

and, as in fluorescence, the anisotropy is r = 0.1.

These same geometric arguments may be used to predict the anisotropy values for a

system with a triply degenerate transition moment. The fully coherent Raman state has

an anisotropy value of r = 1, which is equivalent to the resonance Raman depolarization

ratio of p = 0/1. The partially dephased anisotropy is r = 0.4 and a statistical mixture of

states would have no anisotropy or r = O.[64]

3.2 Ankotropy measurement of [Ru(bpy)~2+

Time resolved anisotropy measurements will be used to track the evolution of the

symmetry of the MLCT transition moment in [Ru(bpy)3]2+. Figure 3-8 shows
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simultaneously acquired pump-probe traces of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in CH3CN with the probe

ATIT

probe IIpump

I

probe -Lpump

I I
-200 0 200 400 600 800 1000

Probe delay (fs)

Figure 3-8 Simultaneously collected pump-probe traces of [Ru(bpy)J]2+with probe polarization both
parallel and perpendicular to the pump polarization.

polarization parallel and perpendicular to the pump polarization. The pump and probe

pulses are 25 fs in duration centered at 480 nm. The sample solution is in a 200 pm

pathlength cell with an O.D. -0.4.

There are some obvious differences between the pump-probe traces with the probe

polarization parallel to the pump polarization as opposed to the probe polarization

perpendicular to the pump. The parallel pump-probe trace has a very fast decay within

the first 200 fs which flattens to along time signal level. In contrast, little dynamics are

seen in the perpendicular pump-probe trace except perhaps a slow rise in the signal near

probe delay At -70 fs. The ratio between the perpendicular and parallel pump-probe

traces at long times is p - 1/3.
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Following the definition of anisotropy, the parallel and perpendicular traces are used to

construct the time dependent anisotropy trace seen in figure 3-9. A very fast

0.6

0.5

r(t)

0.4 -.

n? 1
v. J

o 200 400 600 800 1000

Probe delay (fs)

Figure 3-9 Time dependent anisotropy of [Ru(bpy)3]2+in CH3CN.

depolarization of the anisotropy is seen within the first 300 fs which decays to a long time

anisotropy value. The time dependent anisotropy is initially at a value greater than 0.5

and quickly decays to a value of r = 0.4 in less than 300 fs. An initial anisotropy value

greater than 0.4 is indicative of a transition moment which has a degeneracy greater than

single degeneracy. The symmetry of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in the ground state argues that the

lMLCT absorption pumped in our experiment is doubly degenerate. The initial

anisotropy value expected for a doubly degenerate transition moment is r = 0.7. This

experiment may not be able to resolve the fastest dynamics of the depolarization. The

observed initial anisotropy of r = 0.55 is consistent with an initial transition moment of

two-fold degeneracy.
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On the same time scale as the depolarization of the anisotropy is the spectral shift of

the transient absorption spectra seen in figure 2-7. Repeating the transient absorption

experiment of figure 2-7 with the probe polarization parallel and perpendicular to the

pump pulse, wavelength dependent anisotropy curves maybe constructed for different

probe delays. For these experiments, the probe polarizations parallel and perpendicular

to the pump polarization signals are not simultaneously detected. Also, the pump

polarization is rotated relative to the probe polarization to eliminate any anisotropic

effects of the grating in the data collection scheme.

Transient absorption spectra for probe polarization parallel to the pump polarization is

shown in figure 3-10. The differential transmission of the spectrally resolved probe for

AT/T

500fs
400fs

300fs
200fs
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75fs

50fs
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-50fs

-1oofs

450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530

Wavelength (rim)

Figure 3-10 Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)3]2+in CHSCN with the probe polarization
parallel to the pump polarization.

each pump-probe delay is offset from each other as labeled. The intensity of the bleach

signals is approximately 5°/0as shown by the scale on the graph. As previously seen,
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there is a spectral shifl of the bleach to shorter wavelengths as the probe delay is

lengthened. The spectral dynamics appear to be complete in less than 300 fs as seen

before. The spectral shift is from the dynamics of excited state absorption and is

interpreted as wavepacket motion on the excited state surface(s).

Similar dynamics are seen in the transient absorption spectra for probe polarization

perpendicular to the pump polarization as shown in figure 3-11. The spectra in this figure

500fs
400fs
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200fs

150fs

100fs

75fs

50fs
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-50fs

-1oofs

450 460 470 480 490 500 510 520 530

Wavelength (rim)

Figure 3-11 Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)~]2+in CH3CN with the probe polarization
perpendicular to the pump polarization.

were collected separately from the spectra of figure 3-10. The polarization of the pump

was rotated normal to the probe polarization. The strength of the differential

transmission is seen to be approximately 5’%o.The ratio of the signals seen in figure 3-10

and figure 3-11 cannot be compared to construct quantitative anisotropy curves.

However, the wavelength dependence of the anisotropy may be constructed and these

curves are shown in figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12 Anisotropy spectra for different probe delays show there is no wavelength dependence
to the anisotropy. The effect of the excited state absorption is seen at early times at 462 nm and 466
nm. The discontinuous anisotropy at 496 nm at Ofs is in a spectral region of small pump-probe
signal and is not seen for delays At >25 fs where the signal is larger.

In figure 3-12, the anisotropy spectra were constructed from the transient absorption

spectra of figure 3-10 and figure 3-11 with the probe polarization parallel and

perpendicular to the pump polarization, respectively. Each delay is offset as labeled in

the figure. The effect of the excited state absorption in the transient absorption spectra is

apparent for O fs probe delay at 466 nrn and for 25 fs probe delay at 462 nm. The

discontinuous anisotropy at 496 nm at Ofs probe delay is in a spectral region of small

pump-probe signal and is caused by the division of small numbers. For longer probe

delays, the signal is larger in this spectral region and the discontinuous signal is not

observed. It is seen for all anisotropy spectra between 470 nm and 490 nm that there is

no wavelength dependence of the anisotropy and for probe delays of 50 fs and longer,

there is no wavelength dependence from 460 nrn to 500 nm.
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The ultrafast depolarization of the anisotropy seen in figure 3-9 is due to an ultrafast

change in symmetry of the [Ru(bpy)3]2+ transition moment. The initial value of the

anisotropy of r -0.55 indicates the initial excitation has a symmetry higher than single

degeneracy. This is consistent with a doubly degenerate transition moment as predicted

from symmetry arguments for the MLCT state. On a 300 fs time scale, the symmetry of

the transition moment has changed as indicated by the depolarization in the anisotropy to

r = 0.4. This anisotropy value is consistent with a transition moment reduced in

symmetry to single degeneracy. This would be consistent with electron localization to a

single bipyridine ligand as seen on much longer time scales.

The long time anisotropy value of r = 0.4 also gives some information about which of

the three bipyridine ligands to which the electron localizes. The final anisotropy

indicates the transition moment of the localized MLCT state is aligned with the pump

polarization. Upon creation of the delocalized MLCT state, the electron wavefhnction

does not localize randomly to one the of the bipyridine ligands, but localizes to the

bipyridine ligand aligned along the electric field of the pump pulse. This is an indication

that localization of the electron is largely driven by intermolecular forces as opposed to

an intramolecular process.

3.3 Solvent dependence of localization

The simplest way to systematically vary the intermolecular forces on [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is to

systematically vary the solvent. The effect of the environment on localization in this

system has generated considerable interest[8-11, 16, 52-57, 65-67]. A nitrile solvent

series is chosen beginning with acetonitrile (CH3CN, CH3(CH2).CN, n=l ,2). Here, the
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inertial properties of the solvent are varied without dramatically changing other physical

properties.

Time dependent anisotropy of [Ru(bpy)~]2+ in the nitrile solvent series is shown in

figure 3-13 with the traces offset from each other. Similar to what was seen in

CH~CHzCHzCN --.... -..

--- ----- ----’
-A--”-A+-- + k. .. .- -. --.+ ---

0.6’
CH3CHZCN.

-----

U.v

0.3; I
200 400 600 800 1000
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Figure 3-13 Solvent dependent anisotropy of [Ru(bpy)~]2+.

acetonhnle, the anisotropy traces in propionitrile and but yronitrile begin with an initial

anisotropy value of r - 0.55 and depolarizes on a fast time scale to a value of r = 0.4. The

decay of the anisotropy is dependent on solvent and quantified with a single exponential

fit as shown in figure 3-13. The depolarization decay times become longer with the

length and mass of the solvent.

Shown in the table are the depolarization times in each solvent normalized to the
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Table 1 Comparison of depolarization times with inertial moments of the solvent series.

Solvent I Texp(fs) I T&~$~~ I I&H,c~ II (amu A’)

CH~CN 59 1 1 44.4

CH~CH2CN 131 2.2 1.8 78.6

cH3cH*cH~cN 173 2.9 3.2 142

depolarization time of CH3CN compared with the inertial moment of the solvents

normalized to the inertial moment of CH3CN. The inertial moments were calculated

from the Carbon and Nitrogen backbone atoms and bond distances and angles were used

from the literature[68]. The inertial moment for butyronitrile is an average over the

degrees of freedom of the molecule. As can be seen, the ratio of the depolarization times

scale with the ratio of the inertial moment of the solvents.

This data reveal the localization process is mediated by the solvation of charge by the

solvent[69-72]. The localization times are determined by the inertial solvent response to

the new charge distribution of the excited molecule. This indicates that localization of

charge in [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is driven by intermolecular forces and not by any intramolecular

process.

The experiments in this chapter have resolved the charge localization process in

[Ru(bpy)3]2+. The time resolved anisotropy measurements have resolved an ultrafast

depolarization indicating an ultrafast change in symmetry of the MLCT transition

moment. The initial anisotropy value of r = 0.55 is indicative of a transition moment

with a degeneracy higher than single degeneracy. This is consistent with the predicted

doubly degenerate MLCT transition moment ilom the D3 ground state symmetry of the

molecule. The initial anisotropy of the system quickly depolarizes to a long time value of

r = 0.4. This long time anisotropy indicates the symmetry of the MLCT transition

moment has changed to single degeneracy. This is indicative of a localized charge.
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The solvent dependence of the charge localization process indicates the process is

intermolecular in nature. The localization times in the different solvents scale with their

inertial moments. This indicates that localization is limited by the polar solvent’s ability

to solvate the localized charge. Put in another way, localization of charge is dependent

upon the dielectric response of the solvent.

The high anisotropy at long times also indicates the localization process is not random.

Given an initial delocalized electronic wavefimction among the three bipyridine ligands,

the electron does not randomly localize to one of the three ligands. If this were the case,

the anisotropy value at long times would be less than r = 0.4. Instead, the electron

localizes to the bipyridine ligand aligned with the electric field of the pump pulse.

This work represents the first observation of the evolution of charge in the MLCT

excited state from a delocalized state to the localized state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in solution.

However, it remains unclear whether this localized state is the same electronic state as the

3MLCT state. Given the spin quantum number remains valid for this system, a “spin

flip” should mark the intersystem crossing from the singlet manifold to the triplet

manifold.
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4. Singlet to Triplet transition
The photophysics of [Ru(bpy)J]2+ when exciting the metal to ligand charge transfer

band is commonly described as an absorption of light which promotes an electron from

the metal center to the lMLCT state on the ligands. As shown in the previous chapter,

the initial excitation is delocalized among the bipyridine Iigands. The reactive state of

[Ru(bpy)~]2+ is labeled the 3MLCT and, in solution, is a localized electronic state on one

bipyridine ligand. The results of chapter 3 are the first experiments to time resolve the

localization process.

In describing the initial photoexcited state as a lMLCT state and the final reactive state

as a 3MLCT state, the assumption is made that spin is a good quantum number and that

the system undergoes an intersystem crossing. A number of arguments have been made

which question the validity of the spin quantum number in this system[73, 74], including

the simple fact that ruthenium is a heavy metal and spin-orbit coupling strength scales as

- Z4.

The dynamics seen in the transient absorption spectra are not well understood. The

spectral shift seen in the spectra has been explained by the excited state absorption of the

photoinduced wavepacket on the excited state surfaces. However, the transient

absorption spectra provide no information on the momentum states of the system which

would relate the spectral shift to an intersystem crossing from the singlet manifold to the

triplet manifold. This chapter will investigate this as well as any intermolecular

dependencies of the spectral shift.

An intersystem crossing or “spin flip” involves a change in the angular momentum of

the system. Similar processes have been observed in novel solid state systems. The spin
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dynamics of these semiconductor systems have been studied using circularly polarized

light with and without a magnetic field[75-79]. In this chapter, the spin dynamics of

[Ru(bpy)~]2+ will be similarly studied using circularly polarized light.

4.1 Intramolecular processes in [Ru(bpy)J2+

Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ under a number of different conditions

have shown the same spectral dynamics. In CH~CN, these same dynamics have been

seen when the probe polarization is parallel to the pump, perpendicular to the pump and

at the magic angle. Shown in figure 4-1 is the time resolved transient absorption spectra
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Figure 4-1 Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)J]2+in C13~CNwith the probe polarization at the
magic angle relative to the pump polarization.

of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in CH3CN with the probe polarization at the magic angle relative to the

pump polarization. The spectra at different probe delays are offset as labeled and the

maximum signal levels of the bleach for longer probe delays is AT/T <5 O/O.As seen

previously, the differential spectra evolve out to 300 fs at which point the differential
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spectra match nanosecond excited state absorption spectra[3 3]. The differential spectra

early times are combinations of bleach of the ground state absorption and excited state

at

absorption of the probe. The time dependent spectral shift of the differential spectra to

shorter wavelengths is the excited state absorption shifting to the blue leaving the ground

state bleach.

In figure 3-13, the depolarization of the anisotropy was seen to be solvent dependent.

For the solvent series, the fastest depokmization of the anisotropy in the nitrile solvent

series was seen in acetonitrile and the slowest depolarization was seen in butyronitrile.

Comparison of transient absorption spectra with pump and probe polarizations parallel

and perpendicular to each other reveal the depolarization in the anisotropy is unrelated to

the spectral dynamics of the excited state. However, it has not been shown that the

spectral dynamics is independent of solvent effects.

The time resolved transient absorption of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ in CH3CH2CH2CN is shown in

figure 4-2. The depolarization of the anisotropy was the slowest in butyronitrile for the
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solvent series. Again, the spectra at different probe delays are offset from each other as

450 460 470 480 490 500

Wavelength (rim)
510 520 530

Figure 4-2 Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)J2+ in CHSCHZCHZCNwith the probe
polarization at the magic angle relative to the pump polarization.

labeled. The signal levels of the bleach for longer probe delays is AT/T -5 Yo. As can be

seen, the rate of the spectral shift of the excited state absorption to shorter wavelengths in

butyronitrile appears to be the same as in acetonitrile. The wavepacket motion on the

excited state appears to be independent of solvent or intramolecular in nature.

Thus far, two distinct processes have been observed in the evolution of the ‘MLCT

state to the 3MLCT. One process is localization which is seen to be facilitated by the

solvation of charge and dependent upon the inertial response of the polar soIvent.

other process which was revealed in figure 4-1 and figure 4-2 is intramolecular in

and may be related to molecularly driven processes such as intersystem crossing.

The

nature
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4.2 h)teraction oflight with chira[ molecules

A chiral molecule does not possess an improper axis of rotation.

rotation is commonly referred to as S. where the molecule is rotated

An improper axis of

about the axis 2n/n

followed by a reflection through a plane perpendicular to the axis. The simplest improper

axis of rotation is S1. This simply defines a mirror plane perpendicular to the improper

axis of rotation. S2 is another operation of interest. In this operation, the molecule is

rotated 180° and then reflected through a mirror plane perpendicular to its axis of

rotation. This defines an inversion operation. These operations are two important tests to

predict the optical activity of the molecule.

A chiral molecule is optically active. Optically active molecules will rotate the

polarization of linearly polarized light. The optical activity of a sample can be quantified

by its specific rotation [u]k of polarized light at wavelength L defined[80]

where ~B is the mass concentration of B in the sample and / is the pathlength of the

linearly polarized light through the sample. A plot of specific rotation [CL]hversus

wavelength L gives the optical rotatory dispersion. The specific rotation [a]L is positive

when the polarization of light is rotated clockwise as viewed looking into the oncoming

beam and the sample is termed dextrorotatory. For counterclockwise rotation of light,

the sample is termed kworotatory. Optical activity is contained in the real part of the

linear susceptibility of the sample.

A chiral molecule may also exhibit properties of circular dichroism (CD). The

transition moment of chiral molecules may have a net electric and magnetic dipole

moment. This information is contained in the imaginary part of the molecule’s
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susceptibility. The probability of such a transition is the scalar product of the electric

dipole p and magnetic dipole m transition matrices given by the Rosenfeldequation[81]

where g and e are the ground and excited electronic states of the molecule.

A typical CD experiment measures the difference in absorption of right- and left-

circularly polarized light of an enantiomer of the chiral molecule. The difference in

absorption of right- and left-circularly polarized light of the enantiomer comes fi-om the

interaction of the enantiomer’s magnetic moment m with the magnetic moment of the

circularly polarized light. Assuming an isotropic solution of enantiomers, the CD

spectrum At(v) can be calculated for transitions into all excited states from the transition

probability R~. fi-om above,

(–)
2

“-“a

R~,vae - ‘“;
As(v) m ~

a oa ‘

where a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation cr~of transition energies has been

assumed.
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The Cl) spectra for A- and A-[Ru(bpy)3]2+ are shown in figure 4-3. The CD spectra
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Figure 4-3 Circular dichroism spectra of A- and A-enantiomers of [Ru(bpy)~]2+.

for the two enantiomers in the wavelength region of the MLCT absorption are shown in

the inset. The two spectra for A- and A-enantiomers are measured separately. The CD

spectrometer measures the difference in absorption of right- and left-circularly polarized

light by quickly toggling between the two light polarizations during the measurement. At

k = 480 m, the CD for an enantiomer is As = 114M-lcm-l 1. As can be seen, this is near

the maximum CD for the MLCT absorption. The CD compared to the total absorption at

k = 480 m is Aelcs 1 %.

4.3 Time resolved circular dichroism measurement

The intersystem crossing involves a “spin flip” or a change in the magnetic moment of

the molecule. Circularly polarized light has been used to study changes in momentum
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states of semiconductor heterostructures, in particular GaAs quantum wells[75, 76, 79].

It is instructive to review the physics fundamental to these experiments.

The frontier orbitals of Gallium and Arsenic combine to form the conduction band and

valence band of the semiconductor. In the model of ionic bonding, combinations of 4p

atomic orbitals of As will make up the valence band and combinations of 5s orbitals of

Ga will makeup the conduction band. The heavy atoms of Ga and As will have strong

spin-orbit coupling mixing the orbital and spin states. The momentum states of the

conduction band will be m = &1/2 and the valence band will be composed of m = &3/2,

+1/2 and a split-off band. The energy dispersion of these bands in k-space in one

dimension is illustrated in figure 4-4. The point of infinite wavelength or k = Ois

AE

V.B.

m = ~3/2

m= A1/2

So.

-1/2

T0+
-3/2

r k

Figure 4-4 Typical energy dispersion of semiconductor conduction and valence bands and the
selection rules for circularly polarized light.
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demarked by the r point. This is the point in k-space at which the combination of all

atomic orbitals are in phase. The energy dipsersion of a band in a particular dimension is

dependent upon the crystal field of the semiconductor in that direction.

For GaAs quantum wells, the spatial extent of the semiconductor in one dimension is

comparable or smaller than the de Broglie wavelength for an electron. This leads to

quantum confinement of the electronic wavefimctions and causes the semiconducting

bands in one dimension to collapse into discrete states. For these structures, the r point

no longer exists and the lowest energy transitions occur fork> O as demarked by a

vertical arrow on the band diagram in figure 4-4.

For points away from the r point, the valence band is split in energy into its

momentum states. From here it is possible to selectively excite transitions from the m =

&3/2 moment~ state of the valence band to the m = &1/2 state of the conduction band.

Spin relaxation processes may be studied in these systems using circularly polarized

light[75, 79]. The selection rules for circularly polarized light are illustrated to the right

of the band diagram in figure 4-4 where Am = 1 for cr+ and Am= -1 for o- polarized

light.

Circularly polarized light will be used to differentiate between the *MLCT state and

the 3MLCT state and resolve the intersystem crossing in [Ru(bpy)s]2+. The spectral

dynamics of the excited state absorption will be studied using a broadband 1/4 waveplate

to circularly polarize the pulses. The dynamics of the excited state absorption was found

to be intramolecular in nature and associated with internal processes such as intersystem

crossing. A %/2 waveplate in the pump beam is used to toggle the circular polarization of

the pump pulse relative to the probe pulse.
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Figure 4-5 Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)~]z+with pump and probe of the same circular
polarization.
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Figure 4-6 Transient absorption spectra of [Ru(bpy)s]z+with pump and probe of opposite circular
polarization.
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Transient absorption spectra with pump and probe pulses of the same circular

polarization are shown in figure 4-5. The transient absorption spectra for each delay are

offset fi-om each other as labeled. The signal level for longer probe delays is AT/T - 5°/0

as seen by the scale on the graph. The spectral evolution seen in these spectra is

consistent with the spectral dynamics seen previously [33]. For comparison, the transient

absorption spectra with pump and probe of opposite circular polarization are shown in

figure 4-6. Again, the delays are offset and AT/T - 5% signal is seen for longer probe

delays. As can be seen, the dynamics of the spectral evolution is independent of the

polarization of the pump and probe pulses. The spectra of figure 4-5 and figure 4-6 can

be compared for each delay and no wavelength dependence can be seen.

Further selectivity may be attained by studying the A- and A-enantiomers of

[Ru(bpy)3]2+ separately. The resolution of the enantiomers of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ begins with a

racemic solution of cis-[Ru(bpy)2@y)2] C12@y= pyridine). An enantiomer may be

selectively crystallized fi-om this solution with use of the appropriate resolving agent.

The A-enantiomer is crystallized in the form of A-[Ru(bpy)2(py)2] [(+)-0,0’-dibenzoyl-D-

tartrate] where (+)-0,0’dibenzoyl-D-tartrate is used as the resolving agent. The A-

enantiomer is crystallized in the form of A-[Ru(bpy)2@y)2] [(-)-0,0’ -dibenzoyl-L-

tartrate]. [82] The two crystallized enantiomers are precursors to the A- or A-enantiomer

of [Ru(bpy)3]2+. The A-or A-enantiomer of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is synthesized by heating the

appropriate precursor in solution with the mole equivalent of bipyridine. These

enantiomers can be purified through recrystallization. [83]

As seen in figure 4-3, the difference in the steady-state absorption of right- and left-

circularly polarized light of the enantiomers is As -15 M-lcm-l at 480 nm. This
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difference is indicative of a steady-state difference in the magnetic moments of the

3MLCT state of the two enantiomers. The dynamics of the magnetic moment of the

excited state of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ from the lMLCT to the 3MLCT will be measured by time-

resolving the CD spectra using circularly polarized pulses. For these experiments, a

pump-probe configuration will be used with circularly polarized pulses of 25 fs in

duration centered at 480 nm.

Shown in figure 4-7 are the time-resolved CD traces of A-[Ru(bpy)q]2+ with pump and
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Figure 4-7 Time-resolved CD traces of A-[Ru(bpy)q]2+with pump and probe of the same (cr+cr+)and
opposite (cr+o-) circular polarizations. The inset is pump-probe of population dynamics with the
pump polarization at the magic angle relative to the probe.

probe of the opposite and the same circular polarization. These polarizations are labeled

o+a- and o+cr+, respectively. The time-resolved CD traces of the two polarizations are

taken separately with the pump polarization toggled between circular polarizations of the

opposite and the same sense as the probe polarization. The two traces are averaged over

the same experimental run where the pump polarization is rotated after each scan. The
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signal of the two traces is from bleaching of the ground state. A very fast transient is

seen in the two traces near zero probe delay which quickly reaches a near constant signal

level for the remainder of the scan. The magnitude of the initial transient relative to the

signal value at long times is wavelength dependent. The center wavelength of the pump

and probe in these scans are on the red edge of the MLCT absorption. Scans with the

pump and probe at 460 nm, in which the pulses are tuned higher into the absorption, do

not have the initial transient.

After the initial spike, the pump-probe signal does not change for the duration of the

two scans. The inset of figure 4-7 shows pump-probe scans with the pump polarization

the magic angle relative to the probe polarization. At the magic angle, the pump-probe

at

scan is free of anisotropic effects and reflects the population dynamics of the system. At

480 nm, the signal is dominated by the ground state bleach. The magic angle pump-

.
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Figure 4-8 Time-resolved CD traces of A-[Ru(bpy)~]2+with pump and probe of the same (cJ+o+) and
opposite (0+0-) circular polarizations.
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probe scan reflects the long lifetime of the excited state (~ -1 ~s).

Time-resolved CD traces of A-[Ru(bpy)3]2+ are shown in figure 4-8. Pump and probe

polarizations of the opposite and the same circular polarization are labeled the same as

before. Scans from the same experimental run are shown in figure 4-8. After the initial

very fast transient near zero probe delay, the CD traces are dominated by ground state

bleach. The dynamics of the CD traces in figure 4-8 reflect what was seen in the magic

angle pump-probe traces.

It is evident that the pump-probe scans with circularly polarized pulses do not detect

any difference when performing the experiment with pulses with polarizations of the

same sense as opposed to the opposite sense. A change in the magnetic moment of the

excited state is not seen which would be indicative of an intersystem crossing. In fact,

the time-resolved CD experiments exhibit the same dynamics as what was seen when

exciting with linearly polarized pulses oriented at the magic angle relative to one another.

That is, the dynamics reflect a bleach of the ground state which persists for the duration

of the experiment.

One reason the time-resolved CD experiments are not measuring a change in the
,

momentum of the system maybe the sensitivity of the experiment. The CD of the

enantiomers is on the order of As/& s 10/O.The pump-probe signal for the time-resolved

CD experiments at 480 nm is on the order of AT/T - 2%. The time-resolved CD

experiments comparing IS+O+ and cr+o- scans should measure a signal difference on the

order of AT/T - 0.02°/0 for the steady-state CD. It should be noted that the difference in

the signal levels seen in the cr+a+ and G+O- scans for the A- and A-isomers in figure 4-7

and figure 4-8 is on the same order as the steady state CD (-1 ‘A) for one enantiomer.
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This difference in signal level is not a result of long term drift of the laser power because

the traces are averaged over the same experimental runs with the pump polarization

changed after each scan. However, errors due to power fluctuations and other systematic

errors may result because the traces are not recorded simultaneously.

Changes in the time-resolved CD indicative of an intersystem crossing may not have

been measured because of the large spin-orbit coupling due to the metal center of

[Ru(bpy)J]2+[73]. Spin-orbit coupling for Ruthenium is high (< -878 cm-l) and may

result in multiple allowed lMLCT momentum state transitions for a given circular

polarization. The MLCT states have Ru 4d and bipyridine n* orbital character. Large

coupling between the spin and orbital angular momentum of the metal d atomic orbitals

results in two total angular momentum states J = 5/2, 3/2. Each of these states have

(2J+1) degeneracy. For the bipyridine n“ molecular orbital, spin-orbit coupling results in

total momentum states of J = 3/2, 1/2. Mixing of three n* molecular orbitals of the

bipyridine ligands gives total angular momentum states of J = 9/2, 7/2, 5/2, 3/2, 1/2 for a

total of216 momentum states. The selection rules for the MLCT transition may not

allow for selective excitation of individual momentum states such as in the case of GaAs

quantum wells (see figure 4-4).

In this chapter, a series of experiments has resolved intramolecular processes in the

evolution of the lMLCT state to the 3MLCT state independent of charge localization

which was presented in chapter 3. The dynamics associated with the spectral shift to

shorter wavelengths seen in the transient absorption spectra is indicative of wavepacket

motion on the excited state surfaces. These dynamics were found to be independent of
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solvent forces and may be attributed to intramolecular processes such as intramolecular

vibrational relaxation, internal conversion or intersystem crossing.

Time-resolved CD experiments did not resolve dynamics which could be attributed to

an intersystem crossing from the lMLCT state to the 3MLCT state. It is problematic to

explain a non-result, but the validity of the spin quantum number in these systems maybe

questionable. It has been shown that spin-orbit coupling in the MLCT excited states

relaxes the selection rules to allow for multiple transitions to individual momentum

states. The mapping of the energy level structure of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is still an active area of

research[4, 5,7, 8,24-26,32, 73,74, 84-93].
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5. Conclusions
This thesis addresses some fundamental issues concerning photoinduced processes in

the evolution of the excited state of tris-(2,2’-bipyridine) ruthenium fi-om the lMLCT

to the 3MLCT reactive state. The time scale of this evolution challenges the traditional

conventions used to describe excited state relaxation processes including intramolecular

vibrational relaxation, internal conversion and intersystem crossing. The experiments

presented in this thesis represent the first application of ultrafast spectroscopy (-20 fs

resolution) to investigate the excited state dynamics of this metal-to-ligand charge

transfer system.

The experiments presented probe the initial events upon excitation into the lMLCT

excited state. These events determine the evolution of the excited state to the 3MLCT

state. By studying and understanding these initial events, the processes which govern the

excited state evolution may be characterized relative to the conventional relaxation

pathways. This knowledge may also fbrther the ability to control the excited state

evolution and to manipulate the properties of the final excited state.

Two distinct processes have been resolved in the evolution of the excited state.

intermolecular in nature in which solvent forces have been shown to influence the

One is

symmetry of the final excited state. Another is intramolecular in nature and can be

associated with wavepacket dynamics on the excited state surface(s).

5.1 Localization of charge

The ground state symmetry of [Ru(bpy)3]2+ is such that one bipyridine ligand is

indistinguishable from the other two. It follows fi-om this symmetry that an electron

promoted from the metal to the Iigands would be delocalized among the three bipyridine
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Iigands. This is found to be the case for molecules in solid matrices[9, 11, 54]. However,

prior to the experiments presented in this thesis, a delocalized excited state was not

resolved for molecules in a liquid environment. In fact, the electronic wavefbnction was

found to be localized to one bipyridine ligand[12]. It is this discontinuous behavior of the

symmetry of the excited state wavefunction from the solid matrix to the liquid state

which the experiments presented in chapter 3 sought to understand.

Ultrafast anisotropy measurements were presented in chapter 3. These measurements

are sensitive to the symmetry of the transition dipole moment. Characterization of the

symmetry of the excited state electronic wavefunction utilized the difference in symmetry

of the transition moment of a delocalized state compared to a localized state.

The results of the anisotropy measurements resolved the evolution of the symmetry of

the MLCT transition moment from one of at least two-fold degeneracy to a singly

degenerate transition moment. This is indicative of an initially delocalized state which

localizes on some time scale to one ligand. The time scale of this localization is

dependent upon the inertial moment of the solvent. The final distribution of singly

degenerate transition moments indicates the ligand to which charge is localized is aligned

along the electric field of the pump pulse.

Charge localization to one ligand is predominantly driven by solvent forces. The

propensity for charge to localize is the savings in energy to solvate charge localized to

one ligand as opposed to the screening of charge delocalized among the three ligands.

For the polar solvent environments, the rate of charge localization is determined by the

inertial moment of the solvent. From the solid matrix to the liquid environment, it is the

savings in energy in screening a localized charge relative to a delocalized charge and the
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ability of the environment to solvate this localized charge which drives the charge

localization process.

5.2 Intramolecular Processes

The description of the evolution of a photoinduced charge transfer in an inorganic

complex such as [Ru(bpy)3]2+ invariably begins with a dipole allowed, singlet transition

which evolves in some manner through an intersystem crossing to a “spin forbidden”

excited state. The dipole allowed, singlet transition is to the lMLCT state which evolves

to the “spin forbidden” 3MLCT state. The first evidence of this evolution was seen in the

transient absorption spectra in figure 2-7 of chapter 2. A spectral evolution was resolved

in which an excited state absorption shifted to shorter wavelengths. The excited state

absorption was observed for less than 300 fs at which point it shifted outside the spectral

window of the probe pulse. Spectra at probe delays At> 300 fs were compared to

nanosecond excited state absorption spectra and the spectra were found to be

superimposable[33]. The spectral evolution of the transient absorption spectra is

indicative of the lMLCT to 3MLCT “intersystem crossing” and is attributed to

wavepacket dynamics on the excited state surfaces.

Subsequent experiments in chapter 4 found that these wavepacket dynamics are

independent of solvent. These dynamics are largely unaffected by solvent forces and can

be attributed to intramolecular processes. Previous work has assigned these processes to

internal conversion in the singlet manifold, intersystem crossing and internal conversion

in the triplet manifold[3-5]. The ultrafast evolution of the excited state absorption

spectrum challenges the conventional definition of these processes.
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Time-resolved CD experiments were performed to resolve the change in momentum

which would accompany an intersystem crossing. Spectral CD experiments of racemic

samples and single wavelength CD experiments of the A- and A-enantiomers did not

resolve any dynamics indicative of a change in momentum states. In fact, the dynamics

resolved in the CD experiments were similar to the population dynamics of the same

experiments with the pump and probe polarizations at the magic angle relative to each

other. A simple quantum-mechanical treatment of the system for spin-orbit coupling

revealed the selection rules for circularly polarized pulses may allow multiple transitions

to individual momentum states. The CD experiments may not be sensitive to changes in

momentum due to spin-orbit coupling in the MLCT states.

The evolution of the excited state of tris-(2,2’-bipyridine) ruthenium from the

initially excited lMLCT state to the 3MLCT state has been resolved. Two distinct

processes have been observed in this evolution which can be characterized as

intermolecular and intramolecular in nature. Solvent forces have been shown to

dramatically affect the excited state wavefimction. The rate of charge localization has

been found to be dependent upon the inertial moment of the solvent. Spectral dynamics

in the excited state absorption spectrum are attributed to wavepacket motion on the

excited state surfaces. These dynamics were found to be largely unsusceptible to

intermolecular interactions. The wavepacket motion is indicative of the internal potential

of the molecule. These results indicate that the excited state dynamics in charge transfer

complexes have at least two distinct processes, one which is sensitive to the environment

of the molecule and one which may only be influenced by the chemistry of the complex.
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Appendix A. Blue laser system
The focus of this thesis has been the ultrafast excited state dynamics of [Ru(bpy)J]2+

However, with ultrafmt experiments using dye lasers, invariably, a significant amount of

time is spent maintaining the laser system. The blue laser system is designed to generate

short pulses in the blue-green region of the spectrum. This appendix is devoted to

reviewing the blue laser system and some of its new components which were added

recently.

A block diagram of the blue laser system is illustrated in figure A-1. It begins with the

YAr+ Laser

I5W 532nm
+

Continuum
Generation

Nd:YAG 355 nm~1
2W II

W-j=k,,:im-lkl
Figure A-1 Block diagram of the blue laser system.

colliding pulse modelocked (CPM) ring dye laser pumped by all lines of an Argon ion

laser. The CPM generates 60 fs pulses at 620 nm at a repetition rate of 100 MHz. These

pulses are amplified in the red amplifier pumped by the second harmonic of a high

repetition rate Nd:YAG laser from tens of picojoules to a couple of microjoules at 540
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Hz. These amplified pulses are focused into an ethylene glycol jet to generate

continuum. This continuum is sent into a second amplifier pumped by the third harmonic

of the Nd:YAG laser, a portion of which is amplified and compressed to generate short

pulses in the blue-green region of the spectrum. The second amplifier is essentially

tunable throughout the whole visible depending on the dye selected for gain. Further

pulse compression is attained by coupling a portion of the amplified blue pulses into a

short, single-mode, polarization preserving optical fiber broadening the pulse spectrum

and compression to 10 fs using gratings and prism pairs.

The CPM is a passively modelocked ring dye laser and is illustrated in figure A-2.

Saturable Gain Jet Saturable Absorber Jet
Rhodamine 590 DODCI

I&C,

TI ; ,’,
H3C .: q-/-/H/ HH+p

COOC2H5
ec-rrc

1’ C,H5 C2H5

Figure A-2 The CPM ring dye laser.

The saturable gain is pumped by 3-4 W of all lines of an Ar+ laser. The combination of

rhodamine 590 in the gain jet and DODCI in the saturable absorber reliably generates 60

fs pulses at 620 nm. Without the saturable absorber, the ring cavity will lase

continuously. The intensity of this lasing will be noisy in which the noise spikes are
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constructive interference of wavelengths supported by the gain and cavity. The

generation of femtosecond pulses from a continuous wave source can be thought of

intuitively. The saturable absorber concentration is set to absorb the continuous lasing

but allow the noise spikes to pass through. These noise spikes interact with the saturable

gain which amplifies the fi-ont end of the pulse effectively truncating the back end and the

saturable absorber which absorbs the front end of the pulse shortening the pulse with each

pass.

To generate blue-green pulses from the red pulses from the CPM, the laser system is

designed to generate continuum, a portion of which is amplified and recompressed.

Pulses directly fi-om the CPM are not intense enough to generate continuum. These

pulses are amplified in a four-pass amplifier shown in figure A-3. The gain dye is

\

/

➤

Sulforhodamine 640 1,4-Diaza-bicyclo[2 .2.2] octane

S020H

Figure A-3 Four-pass red amplifier using sulforhodamine 640 with preserving agent DABCO
(shown) in ethylene glycol.
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sulforhodamine 640 in ethylene glycol in which a preserving agent (DABCO) is used to

extend the life of the dye, The 1 mm pathlength gain flow cell is pumped at 540 Hz by

the second harmonic of a high repetition rate Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm. The alignment of

the amplifier uses a longitudinal pump geometry. Amplified spontaneous emission from

the gain cell may be attenuated by offsetting the height of the red pulse from mirror to

mirror in the amplifier. The amplified red pulse is recompressed with a prism pair and

focused into an ethylene glycol jet to generate continuum. The continuum is sent to the

blue amplifier.

The two-pass blue amplifier is shown in figure A-4. This amplifier is tunable over the

460 nm 480 nm 500 nm
Coumarin 440 Coumarin 460 Coumarin 480

xii ‘“IA.(@/iO2
CH2CH3

Figure A-4 Two-pass blue amplifier shown with a series of coumarin dyes to amplify at different
wavelengths.

continuum input depending on the gain dye used. Shown in figure A-4 is a series of

coumarin dyes used to ampli~ in the blue-green region of the spectrum. The amplifier is

pumped by the third harmonic of the Nd:YAG at 355 nm in the transverse geometry. The
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UV pump beam is focused into a line onto the cell and the passes are aligned collinear to

the pump. This pump geometry is used to minimize the loss of gain due to excited state

absorption of the short wavelength pump beam. After amplification, the blue pulses are

recompressed using a prism pair and now maybe used for experiments or further pulse

compression.

Further pulse compression to 10 fs may be attained by using a single-mode optical

fiber to generate bandwidth and recompression using gratings and prisms. This setup is

shown in figure A-5. A portion of the amplified blue pulse maybe coupled into a single-

Figure A-5 Pulse compression using a single-mode optical fiber and gratings and prisms.

mode optical fiber. The same nonlinear effect which generates continuum in the ethylene

glycol jet generates continuum in the optical fiber. Self-phase modulation of the pulse

due to the nonlinear index induces a change in the phase of the pulse. The change in

phase is proportional to the amplitude of the electric field of the pulse and the change in
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frequency is proportional to the time derivative of the amplitude of the electric field of

the pulse. The fi-ont end of the pulse contributes shorter wavelengths to the pulse

spectrum and the back end contributes longer wavelengths to the pulse spectrum.

Compression of the continuum is possible over the portion of the spectrum with a linear

phase relationship. Pulse compression is accomplished with gratings and prisms to

compensate for quadratic and third-order dispersion.

.

A.1 Quad-detector piezo mount feedback beam stabilizer for Mach 500 Nd:YAG
laser

One source of instability in the blue laser system is the pointing instability of the

Nd:YAG pump laser. Two new optics were added to the laser system to alleviate this .

problem. A simplified setup is shown in figure A-6. One optical mount for a turning

b 4 I

+

RR
Figure A-6 Simple diagram of placement of quad-detectors and piezo optical mounts in the blue
laser system.

mirror just outside the Nd:YAG cavity and one mount for a turning mirror on the third

harmonic were replaced by piezo optical mounts which had feedback from quad-
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detectors placed fiu-ther downstream. One quad-detector was placed to monitor the

second harmonic and feed back to the mount just outside the Nd:YAG cavity. One

detector was placed to monitor the third harmonic in the blue amplifier and feed back to

the turning mirror on the third harmonic,

In actuality, the signal from the quad-detecto;s are sent to the piezo drivers to control

the two transverse (x, y) directions of the mounts. This signal is processed through

control circuits home-built in the commercial piezo drivers. The time-constant of the 2nd-

order response of the control circuit is set by components of the circuit. The damping of

the response may be manually adjusted for the x, y directions by resistors on the fi-ont

panel of the piezo drivers. The response of a 2nd-order system to a unit step forcing

function is shown in figure A-7. An underdamped system will produce an oscillatory
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Figure A-7 Second-order response to a unit step forcing function. The optimum response is the
critically damped system.
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response to the forcing function. An overdamped system will produce a sluggish

response to the forcing fiction. The optimal darnping is a critically damped system and

produces the fastest response to the forcing function.
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Appendix B. Vibron C++ program—computer simulation of FWM
signals

Vibron is a computer program written in C++ to calculate four-wave mixing signals.

This program is modeled after MDH written in Fortran 77 by W. Tom Pollard during his

graduate work at UC Berkeley. Our group’s version of MDH was lost in the

decommissioning of one of the Cray computers at NERSC. Fortran 77 was scheduled to

be phased out and was no longer supported by NERSC. This presented the need to

rewrite the program in a different language. I chose C++ because it was new, widely

used, and I wanted to learn about object oriented programming. Object oriented

programming is not necessary for these calculations and C++ is not the optimal language

to use for these intensive calculations.

B. 1 Current status of program

mm
1 I

pcvib.cpp
or

crvib.cpp

“EGiil

l-EElI
1 1

F 1

Figure B-1 Basic flowchart of vibron.

A general overview of the vibron program is illustrated in figure B-1. The main
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program is contained in pcvib.cpp or crvib.cpp. It can take up to two input files.

Vibron.dat contains information on the experiment and the system. Ctin.dat is an

optional input file to enter the linear response function of the system. The main program

will process this information, calculate a nonlinear response from four separate programs

and generate files containing information on the four-wave mixing signals. Due to the

architecture of the program, there are two kinds of generated files. One set of files is

created every run and the other set of files is appended.

As reviewed in chapter 2, the third-order polarization of a two-level system can be

rsum3

rsti

rsum4

IIE::::

Figure B-2 Four response functions for the third-order polarization of a two-level system.

broken down into four nonlinear response fi-mctions. The four finctions are illustrated in

figure B-2 and their labels correspond to the functions in the program. Time is from left

to right in the diagrams. Each field interaction is denoted by an arrow in which a solid

(dashed) arrow is a field interaction with the ket (bra). Unless a linear response fuction
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is input through ctin.dat, the linear response fimction used to calculate the four functions

is

c(t) = exp~[((n) + l~e-iti – 1)+ (n)(eiti – l)]+ i~~t),

where s =$- (A is the dimensionless origin shift) and (n)= efi~ ~ . If the linear
—

response function is input through ctin.dat, vibron.dat asks for a rough T2 time for

calculation purposes. Below is a data sheet containing information on the input format

and the generated output files.

3 February 1998
vibron.datis the input file forpcvib.cppand crvib.cpp.
ctin.datis the input file containingC(t).

Input format:
O-Overtical transition energy (cm-i)
inhomogeneous standarddeviation (cm-’)
numberof phonon modes (if no modes, enter 1 and zero for phonon frequency andA)

For eachmode:
phononfrequency(cm-i)
A,dimensionlessoriginshiftbetweenpotentialsurfaces

[if C(t) is from a tile, enter-T,.]
T, (fs)
Tz(fs)
Temperature(K)
Numberof pulses

For eachpulse: (Firstpulse shouldhave the most delaypoints)
Pulse type [0: M5mction,1: Gaussian,2: Sech2(default),3: FT of flattenedGaussian]
Initial delay (fs)
Delaystep size (fs)
Numberof delaypoints
Centerwavelength(rim)
FWHM(fs) (Ofs for &function)

Time step for integration(fs)
Numberof diagramsto calculate

For eachdiagram:
Diagramnumber(l-4)
E~(t”’)(l-number of pulses)
Ez(t”)
E,(t’)

Output files:
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Filescreatedfor eachprogramrun
efreq.dat pulse E(o) (real& imaginaryparts)
pls.dat pulse E(t) (real& imaginaryparts)
tpls.dat timepoints forpls.dat (fs)
ct.dat C(t) (real& imaginaryparts)
absor.dat FourierTransformof C(t)*g(t)(real& imaginaryparts)
tct.dat time points for ct.datand gt.dat(fs)
gt.dat inhomogeneousdistributionin time
delay.dat time delaypoints forp3t.dat
p3t,dat lP3(t)12

Files appendedfor eachprogramrun:
pp?.dat P3(t)*E*,(t),pump-probe,twopulse only, signalfor diagram‘?’
psum?.dat P3(t),3r80rderpolarizationresponsein time for diagram‘?’and givendelay

(real& imagparts)
tsum?.dat time points forpsum?.dat(fs)
pfor?.dat P’(o), 3’dorderpolarizationin frequencyfor diagram‘?’and given delay

(real& imagparts)

For convenience, a sample input file is included below calculating a three-pulse photon

echo signal for a system with no phonon modes.

16180
0
1
0
0
100000
100
300
3
2
120
0
1
618
10
2
-20
4
11
618
10
2
0
0
1
618
10
2
8
2
3
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2
1
3
3
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
3
1
2
1
2
3
1
4
2
3
1
1
1
3
2
4
1
3
2

B.2 Compilation using Watcom C/C++

The programming environment of Watcom C/CH is in the Integrated Development

Environment or IDE. Project files contain therelevmt .cppmd.hpp files foreach

executable file. Watcom has its own editor to write and edit program files. A nice

feature of the editor is to view the program files with colors highlighting command

words, comments, quotations, etc. at the user’s discretion. Watcom has folders of

standard library files which the user’s program can call upon. The environment is menu

driven leading to compiling of the source code at a push of a button. Compilation errors

are displayed and linked to the source code,
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B.3 Compiling on the Cray

Compiling source code on the Cray is a bit more complicated than in the user friendly

environment of Watcom C/C++. The object files of programs which the main program

calls are archived in a library file. This library file is called when compiling the main

program. The commands for compiling crvib.cpp are shown below.

CC -02 -c csuml.o -lm -1/U2/u10462/complex csuml .cpp
CC -02 -c csum2 .O -lm -1/U2/u10462/complex csum2 .cpp
CC -02 -c csum3.o -lm -1/U2/u10462 /complex csum3.cpp
CC -02 -c csum4.o -lm -1/U2/u10462/complex csum4.cpp
CC -02 -c yehmath.o -lm yehmath.cpp
ar -r libvib.a complex.o csuml.o csum2.o csum3.o csum4.o yehmath.o
CC -02 -o vibron -L/U2/u10462 -lm -lvib crvib.cpp

Vectorization and parallelization of code for the Cray

Calculationoffour-wavemixingsignals is an enormous computationaltask. The

numerical integration ofthe four nested timeintegralsin the third-order polarization

converts to fournested for loops inthecode. Forthemost part, vectorization and

parallelization of loops are handled by the compiler. In addition, there are compiler

commdswhich caspecifically multitask mdvectotize ptiicular for loops. An

example is given below. These commands arewell documented onthe NERSC website.

void rsum 1(complex ‘efn, complex ‘efco, complex pt1u, complex ctfl, complex CCD,
complex cio, complex cico, double xT1 H, double xT2H, int num, double dlyl,
double dly2, int diagn, int Iowr, int uppr, int dt, double gg)

{
int t,tl ,t2,t3,xx;
int p[3], dly[3];
complex cti, ctc, igll, ig12, ig13;

xx=num/2-l;
for (int i=O; ic3; i++){

p~]=diag~+l]-l;
dly~]=O;
if (p[i]==O)

dly~]=dlyl ;
if (p[i]==l )

dly~]=dly2;

}
#pragma _CRl parallel private(t,tl ,t2,t3,ctc,cti, igll ,ig12,ig13)\
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shared(lowr,uppr, cc,cic,ct,ci,xTl ,xT2,g,ef,efc,dt,xx, p,dIy,ptl )
#pragma _CRl taskloop

for (t=low~ t<uppr+l; t+=dt){
for (tl =Iowr; tl <t; tl +=dt){

for (t2=lowC t2<tl; t2+=dt){
#pragma _CRl ivdep

for (t3=lowr; t3ct2; t3+=dt){
ctc=cc[xx+t2-t3] *cc[xx+t-t3]*cic[xx+tl -t3];

igll +=xT2[xx+t-t 1+t2-t3]*g[xx+t-t 1+t2-t3J*ctc*efc[p[O]] [t3-dly[O]];

}
cti=ct[xx+tl -t2]*ci[xx+t-t2];
ig12+=xTl [xx+tl -t2]*dt*cti*eflp[l ]][t2-dly[l ]]’igll;
igll=complex(O,O);

}
ig13+=dt*ct[xx+t-tl ]*efc[p[2]][tl -dly[2]]*ig12;
ig12=complex(0,0);

}
ptl [t]=dt*ig13;
ig13=complex(0,0);

}
#pragma _CRl endioop
#pragma _CRl endparallel
} II rsuml

Pros and cons of using the Cray

The Cray supercomputers are attractive to use for large computational tasks.

However, I have found for complex numbers, the computational power of the Cray is no

better than a 233 MHz Pentium computer. The problem stems from the C++ compiler

and the complex.h header file for complex numbers. The compiler is unable to vectorize

and multitask the nested loops. The computation uses essentially a single processor of

the Cray reducing its computational power to a PC.

I submitted a simple test program to NERSC illustrating the problems of the C++

compiler. NERSC determined the problems stemmed from the compiler and forwarded it

to Silicon Graphics, the parent company of the Cray. Recently, Silicon Graphics

addressed this issue by modifing the Cray C++ complex.h header file. The test program

and results are given below along with the modifications to the header file.
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// time.cpp
// compare speed of PC vs. Cray with complex numbers

#ifdef NEW_COMPLEX // added by geir
#include “complex.h” // added by geir

#else // added by geir
#include ccomplex.h>

#endif // added by geir
#include <math.h>
#include ciostream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

maino
{

//

}

const int limit=600;
complex tl,t2,ansl,ans2;

for (int i=O; iclimit; i++){
for (int j=O; jclimit; j++){

for (int k=l; k<limit; k++) {
tl=(i,k); //complex.h
t2=(j,k); //complex.h

ansl=tl*t2;
ans2=tl/t2;

}
}

}
Cout c< 1’\n7Qldone!” c< endl;

return EXIT SUCCESS;—

$ CC time.cpp; timex ./a.out

All done!

seconds “clocks”
real 200.935012 (88411405189)
user 199.052416 (87583063252)
Sys 1.265003 (556601307)

For 2*108 iterations, the Craytook200 seconds whichwas slightly longerthan thetimeit

took for a233MHz PCtoperform the same number ofiterations. Theindividual

processors of the Cray are rated at a lower speed than the PC indicating the Cray only

took advantageof asingleprocessor.

Below are themodifications tothecomplex.h header filemade by Silicon Graphics

andtheperformance oftheprograrn runwiththisheader file.
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$ cliff/opt/ctl/CC/CC/include/complex.h complex.h
230c230
< const double S1 = (al.re + al.im)*(a2.re + a2.im) ;
---

> //const double S1 = (al.re + al.im)*(a2.re + a2.im);
233c233,246
< return complex(s2 - s3, sl - s2 - s3);
---

> const double S4 = al.re * a2.im;
> const double S5 = al.im * a2.re;
> //return complex(s2 - s3, S1 - s2 - s3);
> return complex(s2 - s3, s4 + s5);

>}
>
> inline complex operator/ (complex al, complex a2)

>{
> const double S1 = (a2.re * a2.re) + (a2.im * a2.im) ;
> const double S2 = al.re * a2.re;
> const double S3 . al.im * a2.im;
> const double S4 . al.im * a2.re;
> const double S5 . al.re * a2.im;
> return complex((s2 + s3)/sl, (S4 - s5)/sl) ;

$ CC -DNEW_COMPLEX time.cpp; timex ./a.out

All done!

seconds “clocks”
real 0.067288 (29606701)
user 0.000368 (162138)
Sys 0.003024 (1330700)

The improvement in performance is dramatic. Unfortunately, calculations using

vibron.cpp with these modifications have notbeentested. Arequest fortime onthe

supercomputers needs tobesubmitted.

B.4 Compiling on Silicon Graphics workstation

Compilation ofsource codeonthe Silicon Graphics workstation is similarto

compiling onthe Crayinthatthe programs themain programcallsneed tobecompiled

first into library files. These commands aregivenbelow.

CC -02 -o libpcsuml.so -shared pcsuml.cpp
CC -02 -o libpcsum2.so -shared pcsum2.cpp
CC -02.-o libpcsum3,so -shared pcsum3.cpp
CC -02 -o libpcsum4.so -shared pcsum4.cpp
CC -02 -o libyehmath.so -shared yehmath.cpp
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The compilation of the source code can then be done with one command statement. This

is shown below.

CC -02-0 vibron pcvib.cpp -Uhome/bigal -L/home/bigal -L/home/bigal \
-L/home/bigal -L/home/bigal -rpath /home/bigal -rpath /home/bigal -rpath \
/home/bigal -rpath /home/bigal -rpath /home/bigal -Ipcsuml -lpcsum2 -lpcsum3 \
-lpcsum4 -Iyehmath -Im -Icomplex

The Silicon Graphics workstation performs approximately 10 times faster than the PC.

B.5 Recommended additional features

The current version of vibron.cpp is not able to use an experimental pulse and

spectrum. The addition of this feature would probably be most easily accomplished

through the getplso fi.mction of the main program.

If there is fi.u-therinterest to use the Cray for these computations, further multitasking

of the calculation is possible.

nonlinear response functions.

The main program calls four programs to calculate the four

There is no reason why these calls cannot be done

simultaneously. Incorporation of this into the main program maybe complicated by the

use of some common variables. However, this should not be too difficult to rectifi and

the rewards in performance could be well worth the trouble.

B.6 V..brOr?.C#2P

Below are the header files called by the main program.

// csuml .hpp
// function declarations to calculate one term (R1 ) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#ifndef csuml_hpp
#define csuml_hpp
#include <complex.h>
//#include “complex.hpp”

int cfour(complex u, complex U, int, int, int, int, int);
void p3suml (complex *O, complex *O, complex o, complex n, complex o, complex n,
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double u, double n, double g, int, double *D, int u, double n, int, int,
int, int n, double g, complex ‘0);

void rsum 1(complex “u, complex ‘0, complex o, complex (j, complex D, complex n,
complex o, double D, double D, int, double, double, int a, int, int, int,
double 0);

void rldelta(complex *H, complex n, complex & complex o, complex u, double n,
double n, int, double n, int, int u, int, int, int, int, double 0);

#end if

II csum2.hpp
// function declarations to calculate one term (R2) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#ifndef csum2_hpp
#define csum2_hpp
#include <complex.h>
//#include “complex.hpp”

int cfour(complex n, complex n, int, int, int, int, int);
void p3sum2(complex ‘o, complex *D, complex n, complex u, complex n, complex n,

double U, double D, double u, int, double *D, into, double u, int, int,
int, int D, double o, complex *D);

void rsum2(complex *O, complex “u, complex g, complex g, complex n, complex n,
complex n, double n, double g, int, double, double, int o, int, int, int,
double 0);

void r2delta(complex ‘o, complex g, complexu, complex o, complex H, double &
double n, int, double o, int, into, int, int, int, int, double 0);

#endif

II csum3.hpp
// function declarations to calculate one term (R3) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#ifndef csum3_hpp
#define csum3_hpp
##include<complex.h>
//#include “complex.hpp”

int cfour(complex U, complex u, int, int, int, int, int);
void p3sum3(complex ‘O, complex “o, complex n, complex u, complex U, double U,

double O, double n, int, double *D, int n, double n, int, int, int,
int o, double o, complex ‘u);

void rsum3(complex ‘D, complex ‘u, complex g, complex o, complex o, complex u,
double n, double o, int, double, double, int n, int, int, int, double 0);

void r3delta(complex ‘u, complex n, complex D, complex n, double D, double D, int,
double n, int, int n, int, int, int, int, double n);

#endif

II csum4.hpp
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// function declarations to calculate one term (R4) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#ifndef csum4_hpp
#define csum4_hpp
#include <complex.h>
//#include “complex.hpp”

int cfour(complex o, complex u, int, int, int, int, int);
void p3sum4(complex ‘o, complex ‘o, complex U, complex D; double H,

double n, int, double *O, int fJ,double o, int, int, int, int u,
double o, complex ‘U);

void rsum4(complex ‘n, complex ‘o, complex u, complex u, complex o,
double n, int, double, double, into, int, int, int, double u);

void r4delta(complex ‘o, complex n, complex u, double u, double u, int,
int u, int, int, int, int, double 0);

#end if

// some important mathematical functions
//functions in yehmath.cpp

#ifndef yehmath_hpp
#define yehmath_hpp

//fourier transform doubleu (real[l],imag[2], real[3],imag[4],etc.)
//return transform in doublen
void fcfour(double n, unsigned long, int);
void swblock(double n, int);

#endif

If yehmath.cpp
// important math functions
#include “yehmath.hpp”
#include <math.h>

,,*******************************************************

//fourier transform doublen (real [l],imag[2],real[3], imag[4],etc.)
//return transform in doubleg
//nn number of real or imaginary numbers; not number of elements

#define SWAP(a,b) tempr=(a); (a)=(b); (b)=tempr
void fcfour(double datau, unsigned long nn, int isign)

{
unsigned long n,mmax,m,j,istep,i;
double wtemp,wr,wpr,wpi,wi, theta;
double tempr,tempi;

double o,

double o,

double o, int,

n=nn << 1;
j=l;

for (i=l;i<n;i+=2) {
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if(j> i){
SWAP(data~],data[i] );
SWAP(data~+l],data~ +l]);

}

while (m >= 2 &&j > m){

j-= m;
m>>=l;

}
j += m;

}

mmax=2;
while (n > mmax) {

istep=mmax c< 1;
theta=isign*(6.28318530717959/mmax);
wtemp=sin(0.5*theta);
wpr = -2.0*wtemp*wtemp;
wpi=sin(theta);
wr=l .0;
wi=O.O;
for (m=l ;mcmmax;m+=2) {

for (i=m;i<=n;i+=istep) {
j=i+mmax;
tempr=wr’(data~] )-wi’(data~ +1]);
tempi=wr”(data~+l ])+wi*(data~]);
data~]=data~]-tempfi
data(j+l]=datafl+ l]-tempi;
data[i] += tempr;
datafi+l] += tempi;

}
wr=(wtemp=wr)*wpr-wi*wpi+wL
wi=wi*wpr+wtemp*wpi+wi;

}
mmax=istep;

}
} II fcfour
#undef SWAP

void swblock(double datan, int ndat)

{
double *temp=new double[ndat];

for (int j=O; j<ndat/2; j++){
temp~]=datafl+ndat/2];
temp~+ndat/2]=data~];

}
for (j=O; j<nda~ j++)

data~]=tempfi];

delete D temp;
}// swblock
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II pcvib.cpp
// Calculates transient absorption spectra for two harmonic potentials in the
// perturbative limit.
#include “csuml .hpp”
#include “csum2.hpp”
#include “csum3.hpp”
#include “csum4.hpp”
#include “yehmath.hpp”

#include <assert.h>
#include <complex.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include cmath.h>
#include cstdlib.h>

#define kcm 0.695029 // boltzmann (cm*K)-l
#define pi 3.14159265358979
#define cmfs 2.99792458e-5 // speed of light (cm/fs)
#define hbar 5308.837458876 // (cm-1 ‘fs)
#define NDEBUG

void taxis(double o, int, double, double); // creates array (#pts, begin, end)
void inhomo(double n, double IJ, int, double); // inhomogeneous distribution
void daxis(double n, int, int, int);
void getdamp(double (J,double u, double o, int, int); // damping functions
void getct(complex o, double n, int, double, double, int); // (Ct, t, pts)
complex cterm(double, double, complex, complex, complex); // called by getct
void getpls(complex u, double o, int, double, double, int); // creates pulse
int cfour(complex n, complex n, int, int, int, int, int);
void getabs(complex n, complex fJ,double u, double n, int, int); // absorption spectrum

int dt;
double wvert, // vertical transition (O-O) energy (cm-1)

Tl, T2,
ufact=4,
Temp; // Temperature (K)

//**************Declarations and input from file***** **********************

maino

{
const int tsize=4096, // number of time points in integration

tfn=tsize/2r tin=tfn-(tsize-l ), // limits of integration (fs)
cntr=-tin*(tsize-l )/(tin-tin);

int npls, // number of pulses
nmode, // number of phonon modes
ndia, // number of diagrams
diag, // diagrams number
limit, uI, 11,
ppt, ipt, fpt=l, ifpt,
ctn=l 00; // test variable for c(t) input file

double eOO, sigma, floor=O, top=O;
double ‘time=new double[tsize]r

‘gt=new double[tsize], // inhomogeneous broadening
*xTI =new double[tsize],// population decay
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*xT2=new double[tsize];// dephasing
complex p3;
complex *ct=new complex[tsize], // linear dipole response (Idr) function

*cc=new complex[tsize], // complex conjugate of c(t)
“ci=new complex[tsize], // inverse of c(t)
‘cic=new complex[tsize], // complex conjugate of inverse of c(t)
‘spec=new complex[tsize]; // absorption spectrum fft of c(t~g(t~xT2(t)

ifstream wrtin (“vibron.dat”, ios::in);
if (!wrtin)

cerr << “vibron.dat could not be opened” cc endl;

wrtin >> wvert >> sigma >> nmode;

double ‘phw=new double[nmode], II phonon frequency
‘delta= new double[nmode]; // displacement

for (int i=O; i<nmode; i++)
wrtin >> phw~] >> deltafi];

wrtin >> TI >> T2 >> Temp >> npis;
if (T2 < O){

ctn=l;
T2=-I*T2;

}

int *shp=new int[npls],
*din=new int[npls],
‘dydt=new int[npls],
‘dpt=new int[npls];

II pulse shape
// initial delay (fs)
// delay time step (fs)
//# of delay points

double ‘Iam=new double[npls], “fwhrn=new double[npls];

for (i=O; i<npls; i++)
wrtin >> shp~] >> din[i] >> dydt[i] >> dptfl] >> Iam[i] >> fwhm~];

wrtin >> dt >> ndia;

int “dia=new int*[ndia];
for (i=O; i<ndia; i++)

dia~]=new int[4J;

for (i=O; i<ndia; i++){
for (int j=O; j<4; j++)

// response funct. & E field order

wrtin >> dia~]fi]; // diagram # then 3 fields

}
wrtin.closeo;

eOO=O.O;
for (i=O; i<nmode; i++)

eOO+=0.5*delta~] *delta~]*phw[i];
for (i=O; i<npls; i++) // set lam as detuning

lamfi]=cmfs*(l/(lam~]*l e-7)-(wvert+eOO));
wvert=O.O;

// wvert+=eOO;

double ‘“dly=new double* [npls]; // time and delay axis
complex “’ep=new complex”[npls], // pulse fields

“epc=new complex’[npls], // complex conjugate of pulse fields
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“ew=new complex’[npls]; // pulse spectrum

for (i=O; i<npls; i++){
dly~]=new double[dpt~]];
ep~]=new complex[tsize];
epcfi]=new complex[tsize];
ew~]=new complex[tsize];

}

//**************Prepare variables ***** ***************************************

taxis(time, tsize, tin, tin); // time axis
inhomo(gt,time, tsize,sigma);

ofstream wrtpls (“pls.dat”, ios::out);
ofstream wrtts2 (“tpls.dat”, ios::out);
wrtpls << npls cc “V 0“ << endl;
wrtts2 cc npls c< endl;
for (i=O; i<npls; i++){

daxis(dly~], dpt~], din[i], dydtfi]); // pulse delays
getpls(epfi], time, tsize, fwhm~], lamp], shp~]); // get pulses
for (int k=O; k<tsize; k++)

epc~][k]=conj(ep[ i][k]); // complex conjugate of pulse
ppt=6*fwhm~]/dt+l;
ipt=(-1 ‘(ppt-1 ~dt/2-tin~(tsize-l )/(tfn-tin);
wrtpls << ppt << “MO“<< end!;
wrtts2 << ppt C< “h” << time[ipt] cc “\n” cc dt <C endl;
for (int j=O; j<ppt; j++)

wrtpls << real(epfl][ipt+j’dt]) << “\V
c< imag(epfl]~pt+j’dt]) << endl;

if (floor> (dlyfi][O]-(2*fwhm[i] ))){
floor=dlyfi][O];
while (floor > dlyfi][O]-2*fwhmfl])

floor-=d~

}
if (top< dly~][dpt[i]-1])

top=dly[i][dpt~]-l];

}
wrtpls.closeo;
wrtts2.closeo;
delete D din;
delete D dydt;
delete D lam;

limit=top+T2*ufact;
if (limit< tfn){

ul=double((limit-tin)*(tsize-l )/(tin-tin));
ll=double((floor-tin~(tsize-l )/(tin-tin));
ifpt=(ul-11)/dt+l;

}
else{

tout << “time axis not large enough for numeric integration”
<< endl;

exit(0);
}
ofstream wrtews (“efreq.dat”, ios::out);
wrtews << npls << “V O“ cc end!;
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for (i=O; i<npls; i++){
ppt=6*fwhm[i]/dt+l;
ipt=(-1’(ppt-l ~dt/2-tin~(tsize-l )/(tin-tin); // initial pt for fft (ptlfs)
fpt=cfour(ew[i], ep~], ppt, ipt, dt, ifpt, cntr);
wrtews << fpt << “\t 0“ << endl;
for (int j=O; j<fpt; j++)

wrtews << real(ew~]~]) << “\t” C< imag(ew[i]~]) << endl;

}
wrtews.closeo;
delete D ew;

ofstream wrtfrq (“wpls.dat”, ios::out);
wrtfrq <<”1”<< “\n” << fpt << “\n” c< -1/(2 *dt*cmfs) << “\n” <<1 /(fpt*dt*cmfs) <C endl;
wrtfrq.closeo;

for (i=O; i<tsize; i++)
ct[i]=complex(l .0,0.0);

for (i=O; i<nmode; i++)
getct(ct, time, tsize, phw[i], deltafi], ctn);

delete 0 phw;
delete D delta;

getdamp(xTl ,xT2,time,tsize, ctn);
getabs(spec,ct, xT2,gt,tsize,cntr);

ofstream wrtct (“et.dat”, ios::out);
ofstream tout (“tct.dat”, ios::out);
ofstream wrtgt (“gt.dat”, ios::out}
ofstream wrtabs (“absor.dat”, ios::out);
for (int s=O; s<tsize; s++){

wrtct <C real(ct[s]) << ‘Y” << imag(ct[s]) <C endl;
cc[s]=conj(ct[s]);
ci[s]=l /ct[s];
cic[s]=conj(ci[s]);
tout << time[s] cc endl;
wrtgt <C gt[s] << endl;
wrtabs << real(spec[s]) << ‘N” << imag(spec[s]) cc endl;

}
wrtct.closeo;
tout.closeo;
wrtgt.closeo;
wrtabs.closeo;
delete D spec;
ofstream wrtwab (“wabs.dat”, ios::out);
wrtwab <<”1”<< “\n” cc tsize << “’m”<<-1 /(2*cmfs) << “\n”

<< I /(tsize*cmfs) << endl;
wrtwab.closeo;

//**************Begin Calculation ***** *******************************

ofstream clout (“delay.dat”, ios::out);
for (i=O; i<npls; i++){

for (int j=O; j<dpt~]; j++)
clout C< dly~]~] <C “h”;

clout << endl;

}
int inum=l;
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for (i=O; i<npls; i++)
inum’=dpt~];

complex ** P3t=new compIex*~num];
for (i=O; i<inum; i++)

P3t~]=new complex[tsize];

for (i=O; i<ndia; i++){
diag=dia~][O];

switch (diag){
case 1:

p3suml (ep,epc,ct,cc,ci, cic,time,xTl ,xT2,tsize,dly,dpt,fwhm, npls,
ll,ul,diafl],gt, P3t);

tout cc “psuml” << endl;
break;

case 2:
p3sum2(ep,epc,ct,cc, ci,cic,time,xTl ,xT2,tsize,dly, dpt,fwhm,npls,

ll,ul,dia[i],gt, P3t);
tout << “psum2” << endl;

break;

case 3:
p3sum3(ep,epc,ct,cc,ci, time,xTl ,xT2,tsize,dly, dpt,fwhm,npls,ll, ul,

diafl],gt,P3t);
tout << “psum3” << endl;

break;

case 4:
p3sum4(ep,epc,cc, cic,time,xTl ,xT2,tsize,dly, dpt,fwhm,npls,ll, ul,

dia[i],gt,P3t);
tout << “psum4” << endl;

break;

default:
tout << “invalid diagram for #” << i+l << “\n”

c< “term not calculated” << “\n”
<< “check input file ‘vibron.dat’” << endl;

exit(0);
break;

}
}
ofstream wrtp3t(’’p3t.dat”, ios::out);
for (i=O; i<inum; i++){

}

p3=complex(0,0);
for (int j=O; j<tsize; j++)

p3+=P3tfi]~]*conj(P3t[i] U]);
p3*=dt;
wrtp3t << real(p3) << “\t” C< imag(p3) << endl;

delete D time;
delete D dp~
delete B xTI;
delete D xT2;
delete D fwhm;
delete U dia;
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delete H ally;
delete D et;
delete D cc;
delete H ci;
delete D tic;
delete D ep;
delete Q epc;
delete o P3t;
return EXIT_SUCCESS;

} II main

I/**************Functions ***** ************************************

// Creates time axis for integration.
void taxis(double tmu, int num, double beg, double fin)

{
if (num > 1){

for (int i=O; i<num; i++)
tm[il=beg+i*(fin-beg)/(num-l );

}
else

tm[O]=beg;
} II taxis

void inhomo(double go, double to, int pts, double sig)

{
double sigma=sig/hbaC

sigma=pow(sigma/2,2 .0);
if (sig==O){

for (int i=O; i<pts; i++)
gfl]=l .0;

}
else{

for (int i=O; i<pts; i++)
g[i]=exp(-pow(t[i],2 .0)*sigma);

}
}// inhomo

void daxis(double dlayo, int num, int dO, int dyt)

{
for (int i=O; i<num; i++)

dlay~]=dO + i’dyt;
} II daxis

void getdamp(double xl n, double x2D, double to, int num, int tst)

{
int i=O;

switch (tst){
case 1:

for (i=O; i<num; i++){
xl[i]=l;
x2[i]=l;

}
break;
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default:
while (t[i]<O){

xl ~]=o;
x2 fi]=o;
i++;

}
while (i<num){

xl ~]=exp(-t[i]/Tl ); ,
x2[i]=exp(-t[i]/T2);
i++;

}
break;

.

} /;getdamp

void getct(complex cfH, double tH, intpts, double phw, double delta, inttest)

int i, j;
double n, beta, s=delta*delta/2.0;
complex phn, php, exe;

ifstream wrtm(’’ctin.dat”, ios::in);
switch (test){

case 1:
if (!wrtm)

cerr << “ctin.dat could not be opened!” << endl;
i=pts/2-l;
for (j=O; j<i; j++)

cf~]=complex(O.O,O.O);
while (i<pts){

wrtm >> n >> beta;
cfli]’=complex( n,beta);
i++;

}
if (Temp == O II phw == O II phw/(Temp*kcm) > 709)

n=O;
else{

beta=l .O/(Temp*kcm);
n=l .O/(exp(beta*phw)-l .0);

}
for (i=O; i<pts; i++){

phn=exp(complex(O, -2*pi*phw*cmfs*t[i] ));
php=exp(complex(0,2*pi*phw*cmfs*tfl]));
exc=complex(0,2*pi*wvert*cmfs*t~]);
cfli]’=cterm(s, n, phn, php, exe);

.
)

break;

default:
if (Temp == O II phw == O II phw/(Temp*kcm) > 709)

n=();

else{
beta=l .O/(Temp*kcm);
n=l .O/(exp(beta*phw)-l .0);

}
for (i=O; i<pts; i++){
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phn=exp(complex(O, -2*pi*phw*cmfs*t[i] ));
php=exp(complex(0,2 *pi*phw*cmfs*tfl] ));
exc=complex(0,2*pi*wvert*cmfs*t~]);
cfi]”=cterm(s, n; phn, php, exe);

}
break;

}
wrtm.closeo;

} II getct

complex cterm(doubles, double n, complex phn, complex php, complex exe)

{
complex et;

ct=exp(s”((n+l .O~(phn-l .0) + n’(php-l .0)) + exe);

return et;
} II cterm

void getpls(complex en, double to, int pts, double fw, double WC, int shape)

{
int count=O;
double env, sig, norm, test;
complex et

switch (shape){
case O: // delta function

count= pts/2-l;
ef=exp(complex(O, -2*pi*wc*t[count] ));
env=l.O;
e[count]=env’efi

break;

case 1: Ii gauss
sig=hv/(2*sqrt(log(2 )));
norm= lOO/(sig*sqrt(pi));
for (count=O; count<pts; count++){

ef=exp(complex(0,-2 *pi*wc*t[count]));
env=exp(-1 *pow(t[count]/sig,2 .O));
e[count]=norm’env’e~

}
break;

default: II sech
sig=fw/(2*1 .316958);
norm= 200/( pi*sig);
test=fabs(t[O]/sig);
while (test>709 && count+l cpts){

count++;
test=fabs(t[count]/sig);

}
while (test<=709 && count+l <pts){

ef=exp(complex(O ,-2*pi*wc*t[count] ));
env=l .O/(exp(t[count]/sig) +exp(-t[count]/sig));
e[count]=norm’env’efi
count++;
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test=fabs(t[count]/sig);

}
while (test>709 && count+l <pts){

count++;
test=fabs(t[count]/sig);

}
break;

case 3: II flattened gauss
sig=fw/(2*1 .244240);
norm= 50/(4*pow(sig,3 .0)’%qrt(pi));
for (count=O; countcpts; count++){

ef=exp(complex(O, -2*pi*wc*t[count] ));
env=(6*sig*sig-pow(t[count],2.O)~exp(-pow(t[count]/(2*sig),2.O));
e[count]=norm”env’e~

}
break;

case 4: II sech2
sig=fw/(2*0.884792);
norm= 200/sig;
test=fabs(t[O]/sig);
while (test> 709 && count+l <pts){

count++;
test=fabs(t[count]/sig);

}
while (test<=709 && count+l <pts){

ef=exp(complex(O, -2*pi*wc*t[count] ));
env=pow(exp(t[count]/sig)+exp(-t[count]/sig),-2.O);
e[count]=norm’env’e~
count++;
test=fabs(t[count]/sig);

}
while (test>709 && count+l <pts){

count++;
test=fabs(t[count]/sig);

}
break;

}
return;

}// getpls

int cfour(complex fto, complex date, int pts, int Iw, int dt, int tpt, int ctr)

{
int max, num=l, Ift=pts;
double rmax;
complex ‘fdat=new complex[pts];

for (int i=O; i<pts; i++)
fdat[i]=dat[lw+i*dt];

if (Ift < 512)
lft=512;

if (tpt > lft)
Ift=tpt;

while (num<lft)
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num*=2;
complex ‘dft=new complex[num];
max=(ctr-lw)/dt;
rmax=fmod(ctr-lw, dt);
if (rmax != O)

max++;
for (i=O; i<pts-ma~ i++)

dft~]=fdat[max+i];
for (i=O; i<max; i++)

dft[i+num-max]=fdat[i];

max=2*num+l;
double *sub = new double[max];

sub[O]=O;

for (i=O; i<num; i++){
sub[2*i+l ]=real(dft[i]);
sub[2*i+2]=imag(dft~]);

}
delete D dft;

fcfour(sub, num, -1);

for (i=O; i<num; i++)
ft~J=complex(sub[2*i+ l], sub[2*i+2]);

delete D sub;
return num;

} II cfour

void getabs(complex absu, complex cto, double T2D, double gtfl, int pts, int cnr)

{
int fpt, limit=pts/2-l;
double ‘damp=new double[pts];
complex ‘c=new complex[pts];

for (int i=O; i<limi~ i++){
damp~]=T2[pts-1 -i];
dampfl+limit]=T2 [i+limit];

}
for (i=O; i<pts; i++)

c[i]=damp~]’gt~] ’ct[i];
// c[i]=T2~]*gtfi] *ct~];
fpt=cfour(abs,c, pts,O,l ,O,cnr);

delete H damp;
delete H c;
return;

} II getabs
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II pcsuml .cpp
// functions to calculate one term (R1 ) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#include “csuml .hpp”
#include “yehmath.hpp”

#include <complex.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#define kcm 0.695029 // boltzmann (cm*K)-l
#define pi 3.14159265358979
#define cmfs 2.99792458e-5 // speed of light (cm/fs)

void p3suml (complex “eiu, complex ‘ecu, complex Idro, complex Idrco, complex Idrin,
complex Idficn, do~ble to; double dTl 0, double dT2u, int num, double *dlayO,
int dptsn, double ewideo, int nplses, int low, int upp, int dgmnn,
double gbrdo, complex *P3tD)

{
extern int d~
extern double T2, ufact;
int i,j,k,top,butt, npt,ind,dptl =dpts[O],dpt2,pick= nplses,fpt,mpt, cft;
double remain, test=O, dyl =0, dy2=0, hgh, Iw;
complex pp, pconj;
complex **Pt=new complex*[dptl ], // P3(t)

**Pf=new complex’[dptl ]; // P3(w)
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

Pt[i]=new complex[num];
Pf[i]=new complex[num];

}

for (i=O; i<nplses; i++)
test+ =ewidefi];

if (test==O){
if (nplses==2)

pick=l Ol;
else

pick=102;

}

top=upp;
butt=low;
mpt=(top-butt)/dt+l;

ofstream wrtpl (“psuml .dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrttl (“tsuml .dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtpfl (“pforl .dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtppl (“ppl .dat”, ios::app);
switch (pick){

case 2:
wrtpl << dptl << W O“ cc endl;
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wrttl << dptl << endl;
wrtpfl << dptl << “M0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++~

if (dlay[O]~] > O){
upp=double((dlay[OJ[i] +T2*ufact-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[OJ));
low=double((-2*ewide[ l]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O]fl]-2*ewide[O]) < (-2*ewide[l]))

low=double((dlay[O] [i]-2*ewide[O]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));

}
else{

upp=double((T2*ufact-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
low=double((dlay [O]~]-2*ewide[O]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O]~]-2*ewide[Ol) > (-2*ewide[l ]))

low=doubie((-2*ewide[ l]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));

}
dyl=dlay[O]fl];
cft=(dyl -t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
ind=dyl;
remain=fmod(upp-low,dt);
while (remain != O){

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
hpt=(upp-low)/dt + 1;
wrttl << npt << “\n” c< t[low] cc ‘M” cc dt << endl;
rsuml (ei,ec,Ptfi],ldr,ldrc,ldri,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,low,u pp,dt,

gbrd);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt[i],npt,low,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtpl << npt cc “V O “ cc endl;
wrtpfl cc fpt << “MO” cc endl;
for ‘(j=O;j<npt; j++){

wrtpl << real(Pt~][low+j*dt]) <C ‘N”
<< imag(Pt~][low+j*dt]) << endl;

wrtpfl << real(P~]~]) << W“
<< imag(~]fi]) << endl;

P3t[i][low+j*dt]+= Ptfl][Iow+j’dt];
pconj=conj(ei[O] [low+j*dt-ind]);
pp+=Pt[i][low+j*dt] *pconj;

}
wrtppl << real(pp) << “\t” << imag(pp) << endl;
pp=complex(O,O);
while (j<fpt){

wrtpfl ,<< real(Pfli]~]) << “V”
<< imag(p~]fl]) << endl;

j++;

}
}

break;

case 3:
dpt2=dpts[l];
wrtpl << dptl*dpt2 << “\t O“<< endl;
wrttl << dptl *dpt2 << endl;
wrtpfl <C dptl *dpt2 <C “\t O“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){

ind=i*dptl;
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dy2=dlay[l][i];
hgh=T2*ufacL
lw=-2*ewide[2];
if (dy2+T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dy2+T2*ufact;
else if (dy2-2*ewide[l ] < Iw)

lw=dy2 - 2*ewide[l];
for (j=O; j<dptl; j++){

dyl=dlay[O]~];
cft=(dyl-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
if (dyl +T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dyl +T2*ufact;
else if (dyl-2*ewide[O] c Iw)

Iw=dyl - 2*ewide[O];
upp=double((hgh-t[O] ~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]));
low=double((lw-t[O] )*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);
while(remain != O){

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
npt=(upp40w)/dt + 1;
wrttl << npt << “\n” << t[low] C< “\n” cc dt << endl;
rsuml (ei,ec,Ptfl],Idr,ldrc,ldri,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,low,upp, dt,

gbrd);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt~],npt,low,dt,mpt,cft);
wrtpl cc npt cc endl;
wrtpfl cc fpt ICCendl;
for (k=O; k<npt; k++){

wrtpl <C real(Pt~][low+k*dt]) <c “\t”
cc imag(pt~][low+k’dt]) << endl;

wrtpfl << real(Pfi][k]) << “\t”
cc imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

P3t~nd+j][low+k*dt] += Pt~][low+k*dt];
}
while (k<fpt){

wrtpfl << real(Pfi][k]) << “U”
<c imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

k++;

}
}

}
break;

case 101:
dyl =dlay[l][O];
wrttl cc “1” cc endl;
rl delta(Pt,ldr,ldrc,ldri,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O], dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,dt,gbrd);
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
wrttl << npt << “\n” << t[butt] << “\n” cc dt << endl;
wrtpl << dptl << “M0“ << endl;
wrtpfl << dptl << “\t 0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

cft=(dlay[O]~]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
ind=num/2-l +dlay[O]~];
pp=Pt~]~nd];
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Wrtppl << reai(pp) << “\t” << imag(pp) <c end!;
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt[i],npt,butt, dt,mpt,cft);
wrtpl << npt << “h 0“ cc endl;
wrtpfl cc fpt << “V O <C endl;
for (j=O; j<npt; j++){

wrtpl <C real(Ptfi][butt+j*dt]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pt[i][butt+j*dt]) << endl;

wrtpfl << real(Pfli]fl]) << “\t”
cc imag(P~]~]) << endl;

P3tfl][butt+j*dt]+= Pt~][butt+j’dt];

}
while (j<fpt){

wrtpfl << real(Pfii]fi]) c< “Y’
<< imag(pffl]~]) << endl;

j++;

}
}

break;

case 102:
dpt2=dpts[l];
wrttl << “1” << endl;
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
wrttl << npt << %“ << t[butt] cc “h” cc dt c< endl;
wrtpl <C dptl *dpt2 << W O“ << endl;
wrtpfl << dptl *dpt2 << “\t O“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){

ind=i”dptl;
dyl =dlay[l][i];
rldelta(Pt,ldrJdrc,ldri,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O], dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,dt,

gbrd);
for (j=O; j<dptl; j++){

cft=(dlay[O]fi]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
fpt=cfour(P~],Pt~], npt,butt,dt,mpt,cft);
wrtpl C< npt << “UO“ << endl;
wrtpfl << fpt << It O“ << endl;
for (k=O; k<npt; k++){

wrtpl << real(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) cc “\t”
<c imag(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) <C endl;

wrtpfl <C real(Pfi][k]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pf~][k]) <C endl;

P3tflnd+j][butt+k*dt] += Pt~][butt+k*dt];

}
while (k<fpt){

wrtpfl C< ~eai(P~][k]) <C “\t”
<c imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

k++;

}
}

break;

default:
tout << “program calculates two and three pulse experiments only”

<< endl;
exit(0);
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break;

}
wrtpl .closeo;
wrttl .closeo;
wrtpfl .closeo;
wrtppl .closeo;
ofstream wrtwfl (“wforl .dat”, ios::out);
wrtwfl <<”1”<< “h” cc fpt C< %“ <<-1 /(2*dt*cmfs) << “\n” cc 1/(fpt*dt*cmfs) << endl;
wrtwfl .closeo;
delete a Pt;
delete D Pfi

}// p3suml

void rsuml (complex ‘em, complex *efcU, complex ptl U, complex ctfl, complex CCO,
complex tin, complex cico, double xTI o, double xT2H, int num, double dlyl,
double dly2, int diagn, int Iowr, int uppr, int dt, double gg)

{
int t,tl ,t2,t3,xx;
int p[3], dly[3];
complex cti, ctc, igll, igi2, ig13;

xx=num/2-l;
for (int i=O; i<3; i++){

pfi]=diag[i+l]-1;
dly~]=O;
if (p[i]==O)

dly~]=dlyl ;
if (p[i]==l )

dly[i]=dly2;

}
for (t=lowr; t<uppr+l; t+=dt){

for (tl =Iowr; tl <t; tl +=dt){
for (t2=lowC t2<tl; t2+=dt){

for (t3=lowr; t3<t2; t3+=dt){
ctc=cc[xx+t2-t3] *cc[xx+t-t3]*cic[xx+tl -t3];
igl1+=xT2[xx+t-tl +t2-t3]*g[xx+t-tl +t2-t3]*ctc*efc[p[O]] [t3-dly[O]];

}
cti=ct[xx+tl -t2]*ci[xx+t-t2];
ig12+=xTl [xx+tl -t2]*dt*cti*eflp[l ]][t2-dly[l]]*igll;
igl1=complex(O,O);

1
~g13+=dt*ct[xx+t-tl ]*efc[p[2]][tl -dly[2]]*ig12;
igi2=complex(0,0);

}
ptl [t]=dt*ig13;
ig13=complex(0,0);

}
}// rsuml

void rl delta(complex *ptl o, complex ctn, complex CCD,complex cio, complex cico,
double xTI u, double xT2fl, int num, double dlyn, int dpts, int diago,
int dly2, int Iowr, int uppr, int dt, double go)

{
int xx=num/2-l, t;
int p[3], d[3];
complex cti, ct~
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for (int i=O; i<dpts; i++){
for (int j=O; j<3; j++){

p~]=diag~+l]-l;
dfi]=O;
if (pfl]==O)

d~]=dlyfi];
else if (pfi]==l )

d~l=dly2;
d~]+=xx;

}
if (d[2] >= d[l] && d[l] >= d[O]){

for (t=lowr; t<uppr+l; t+=dt){
if (t >= d[2]){

cti=ct[xx+t-d[2]] *ct[xx+d[2]-d[l ]]’ci[xx+t-d[l ]];
ctc=cc[xx+d[l ]-d[O]]*cc[xx+t-d[OJ]*cic[xx+d[2]-d[O]];
ptl ~][t]=xT2[xx+t-d[2] +d[l]-d[O]]*xTl [xx+d[2]-d[l]]*g[xx+t-d[2]+d[l]-d[O]]

*cti*ctc;

}
else

ptl [i][t]=complex(O.O,O.O);

}
}
else{

for (t=lowr tcuppr+l; t+=dt)
ptl[i][t]=complex(O.O,O .O);

}

} /;rldelta
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II pcsum2.cpp
// functions to calculate one term (R2) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#include “csum2.hpp”
#include “yehmath.hpp”

#include <complex.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#define kcm 0.695029 // boltzmann (cm*K)-l
#define pi 3.14159265358979
#define cmfs 2.99792458e-5 // speed of light (cm/fs)

void p3sum2(complex *eiD, complex ‘ecu, complex Idro, complex Idrco, complex IdriU,
complex Idricg, double to, double dTl 0, double dT2U, int num, double *dlayO,
int dptso, double ewidefl, int nplses, int low, int upp, int dgmnu,
double gbrdu, complex *P3tD)

{
extern int dt;
extern double T2, ufact;
int i,j,k,top,butt, npt,ind,dptl =dpts[O],dpt2,pick= nplses,fpt,mpt, cft;
double remain, test=O, dyl =0, dy2=0, hgh, Iw;
complex pp, pconj;
complex ** Pt=new complex’[dptl ], // P3(t)

**Pf=new complex*[dptl]; // P3(w)
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

Pt[i]=new complex[num];
Pf[i]=new complex[num];

}

for (i=O; i<nplses; i++)
test+ =ewide[i];

if (test==O){
if (nplses==2)

pick=l Ol;
else

pick=102;

}

top=upp;
butt=low;
mpt=(top-butt)/dt+l;

ofstream wrtp2(’’psum2.dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtt2(’’tsum2.dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtpf2(’’pfor2. dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtpp2(”pp2.dat”, ios::app);
switch (pick){

case 2:
wrtp2 <C dptl << ‘Y O“C< endl;
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wrtt2 C< dptl << endl;
wrtpf2 << dptl cc “U 0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

if (dlay[O]~] > O){
upp=double((dlay[O] [i]+T2*ufact-t[O] ~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
low=double((-2*ewide[ l]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O]~]-2*ewide[O]) < (-2*ewide[l]))

low=double((dlay[O] fi]-2*ewide[O]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
}
else{

upp=double((T2*ufact-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
low=double((dlay[O] fi]-2*ewide[O]-t[OJ~( num-l )/(t[num-lJ-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O][i]-2*ewide[O]) > (-2*ewide[l]))

low=doubIe((-2*ewide[ l]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
}
dyl =dlay[O][iJ;
cft=(dyl-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-lJ-t[O]);
ind=dyl;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);
while (remain != O){

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
npt=(upp-low)/dt + 1;
wrtt2 << npt << “\n” cc t[low] << “\n” << dt <c endl;
rsum2(ei,ec,Ptfl],ldr,ldrc,ldri,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,

Iow,upp,dt,gbrd);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt[i],npt,iow,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtp2 cc npt C< “V O“ C< endl;
wrtpf2 << fpt <C ‘V 0“ << endl;
for (j=O; j<npt; j++){

wrtp2 <C real(Pt~][Iow+j*dt]) << “V”
<< imag(Pt[i][low+j*dt]) cc endl;

Vwtpf2 << real(Pfli]~]) << ‘~t”
cc imag(Pffl]~]) cc endl;

P3t~][low+j*dt] +=Pt~] [Iow+j’dt];
pconj=conj(ei[O] [low+j*dt-ind]);
pp+=Pt~][low+j*dt] *pconj;

}
wrtpp2 << real(pp) << “V << imag(pp) <c endl;
pp=complex(O,O);
while (j<fpt){

wrtpf2 << real(Pf[i]~]) << “\t”
c< imag(P~l]~]) << endl;

j++;

}
}

break;

case 3:
dpt2=dpts[l];
wrtp2 << dptl *dpt2 << “\t O“ cc endl;
wrtt2 C< dptl*dpt2 cc endl;
wrtpf2 << dptl*dpt2 cc “U 0“ <c endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){

ind=i*dptl;
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dy2=dlay[l][i];
hgh=T2*ufac~
lw=-2*ewide[2];
if (dy2+T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dy2+T2*ufacL
else if (dy2-2*ewide[l ] c Iw)

lw=dy2 - 2*ewide[l];
for (j=O; j<dptl; j++){

dyl =dlay[O]~];
cft=(dyl -t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
if (dyl +T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dyl +T2*ufact;
else if (dyl -2*ewide[O] < Iw)

Iw=dyl - 2*ewide[O];
upp=double((hgh-t[O] ~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]));
low=double((lw-t[O] ~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]));
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);
while(remain != Ox

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
npt=(upp-low)/dt + 1;
wrtt2 << npt <C “\n” << t[low] << %“ cc dt << endl;
rsum2(ei,ec,Ptfi],ldr,ldrc,ldri,ldric,dTl.,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,

Iow,upp,dt,gbrd);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt~],npt,low,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtp2 << npt cc ‘V 0“ << endl;
wrtpf2 << fpt <c “M0“ cc endl;
for (k=O; k<np~ k++){

wrtp2 << real(Pt~][low+k*dt]) cc “\t”
cc imag(Pt~][low+k*dt]) << endl;

wrtpf2 << real(Pfi][k]) << “M”
c< imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

P3t~nd+j][low+k*dt] += Ptfi][Iow+k’dt];

}
while (k<fptx

wrtpf2 cc real(Pf~][k]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pffl][k]) << endl;

k++;

}
}

}
break;

case 101:
dyl =dlay[l][O];
wrtt2 cc “1”<< endl;
r2delta(Pt,ldr,ldrc,ldri,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O], dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,dt,gbrd);
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
wrtt2 << npt << %“ << t[butt] <c “W’ <c dt cc endl;
wrtp2 << dptl << “V 0“ c< endl;
wrtpf2 << dptl << “\t 0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

cft=(dlay[O]~]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]);
ind=num/2-l +dlay[O]~];
pp=Ptfl]~nd];
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wrtpp2 << real(pp) cc ‘M” << imag(pp) << endl;
fpt=cfour(P~],Ptfi],n pt,butt,dt,mpt, cft);
wrtp2 << npt C< “\t 0“ cc end!;
Wrtpti << fpt << ‘7t O <c endl;
for (j=O; j<npt; j++){

wrtp2 << real(Pt~][butt+j*dt]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pt[i][butt+j*dt]) << endl;

wrtpf2 <c real(Pfi]fj]) << “\t”
<< imag(P~]~]) << endl;

P3t[i][butt+j*dt]+ =Ptfl][butt+j*dt];

}
while (j<fpt){

wrtpf2 << real(P~]~]) << “W
cc imag(Pf~]~]) << endl;

j++;

}
}

break;

case 102:
dpt2=dpts[l];
WrtUcc”1” c< endl;
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
wrtt2 << npt <c ‘M” cc t[butt] << %“ c< dt cc endl;
wrtp2 << dptl *dpt2 << “\t 0“ << endl;
wrtpf2 C< dptl*dpt2 <C “\t 0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){

ind=i*dptl;
dyl =dlay[l ]~];
r2delta(Pt,ldr,ldrc,ldri,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O], dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,

dt,gbrd);
for (j=O; j<dptl; j++){

cft=(dlay[O]flJ-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt~],npt,butt,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtp2 C< npt << “U 0“ cc endl;
wrtpf2 C< fpt << “U 0“ cc endl;
for (k=O; kcnpt; k++){

wrtp2 << real(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) <C endl;

wrtpf2 cc real(Pfi][k]) << “\t”
C< imag(Pfi][k]) <C endl;

P3t~nd+j][butt+ k*dt]+=Ptfl][butt+ k*dt];

}
while (k<fpt){

wrtpf2 << real(Pfi][k]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pf~][k]) cc endl;

k++;

}
}

}
break;

default:
tout << “program calculates two and three pulse experiments only”

<< endl;
exit(0);
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break;

}
wrtp2.closeo;
wrtt2.closeo;
wrtpf2.closeo;
wrtpp2.closeo;
ofstream wrtwf2(’’wfor2. dat”, ios::out);
wrtwf2 <<”1”<< %“ << fpt << “\n” <<-1 /(2*dt*cmfs) << “\n”

c< 1/(fpt*dt*cmfs) <c endl;
wrtwt%?closeo;
delete U P~
delete H P~

}// p3sum2

void rsum2(complex “em, complex *efcH, complex ptl u, complex ctn, complex CCD,
complex tin, complex cico, double xT1 n, double xT2H, int num, double dlyl,
double dly2, int diagg, int Iowr, int uppr, int dt, double gg)

{
int xx=num/2-l;
int p[3], dly[3];
complex cti, ctc, igll, ig12, ig13;

for (int i=O; i<3; i++){
p[i]=diag[i+l ]-1;
dly~]=O;
if (p[i]==O)

dlyfl]=dlyl ;
if (p[i]==l )

dly~]=dly2;

}
for (int t=lowr; t<uppr+l; t+=dt){

for (int tl =Iowr; tl <t; tl +=dt){
for (int t2=lowL t2<tl; t2+=dt){

for (int t3=lowL t3<t2; t3+=dt){
cti=ct[xx+t2-t3]*ct[xx+tl -t3]*ci[xx+t-t3];
igl1+=xT2[xx+t-tl +t2-t3]*g[xx+t-tl -t2+t3]*cti*ef[p[O]] [t3-dly[O]];

}
ctc=cc[xx+t-t2]*cic[xx+t 1-t2]*efc[p[l ]][t2-dly[l ]];
ig12+=xTl [xx+tl -t2]*dt*ctc*ig11;
igll =complex(O,O);

}
~g13+=dt*ct[xx+t-tl ]*efc[p[2]][tl -dly[2]]*ig12;
ig12=complex(0,0);

}
ptl [t]=dt*ig13;
ig13=complex(0,0);

}
}// rsum2

void r2delta(complex *ptl o, complex ctu, complex CCD,complex ciu, complex cico,
double xT1 o, double xT2D, int num, double dlyn, int dpts, int diagu,
int dly2, int Iowr, int uppr, int dt, double go)

{
int xx=num/2-l, t;
int p[3], d[3];
complex cti, ctc;
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for (int i=O; i<dpts; i++){
for (int j=O; j<3; j++){

pfi]=diag~+l]-l;
d~]=O;
if (pfi]==O)

dfj]=dly~];
else if (p~]==l )

d~]=dly2;
d~]+=xx;

}
if (d[2] >= d[l] && d[l] >= d[O]){

for (t=low~ tcuppr+l; t+=dt){
if (t >= d[2]){

cti=ct[xx+t-d[2J] *ct[xx+d[l ]-d[O]]*ct[xx+d[2]-d[O]]*ci[xx+t-d[O]];
ctc=cc[xx+t-d[l ]]*cic[xx+d[2]-d[l ]];
ptl [i][t]=xT2[xx+t-d[2] +d[l]-d[O]]*xTl [xx+d[2]-d[l ]J*g[xx+t-d[2]-d[l ]+d[O]]

*cti*ctc;

}
else

ptl [i][t]=complex(O.O,O.O);
}

}-
else{

for (t=lowL t<uppr+l; t+=dt)
ptl[i][t]=complex(O.O,O .O);

}
}

}// r2delta
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// pcsum3.cpp
// functions to calculate one term (R3) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#include “csum3.hpp”
#include “yehmath.hpp”

#include <complex.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include <iomanip.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#define kcm 0.695029 // boltzmann (cm*K)-l
#define pi 3.14159265358979
#define cmfs 2.99792458e-5 // speed of light (cm/fs)

void p3sum3(complex ‘eio, complex ‘ecu, complex Idrn, complex Idrcn, complex Idrin,
double to, double dTl o, double dT2U, int num, double *dlayD, int dptsfl,
double ewiden, int nplses, int low, int upp, int dgmnn, double gbrdo,

{

complex *P3tU)

extern int dt;
extern double T2, ufact;
int i,j,k,top,butt, npt,ind,dptl =dpts[O],dpt2,pick= nplses,fpt,mpt, cft;
double remain, test=O, dyl =0, dy2=0, hgh, Iw;
complex pp, pconj;
complex **Pt=new complex*[dptl], // P3(t)

**Pf=new complex’[dptl ]; // P3(w)
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

Ptfi]=new complex[num];
Pfli]=new complex[num];

}

for (i=O; i<nplses; i++)
test+ =ewidefi];

if (test==O){
if (nplses==2)

pick=l Ol;
else

pick=102;

}

top=upp;
butt=low;
mpt=(top-butt)/dt+l;

ofstream wrtp3(’’psum3.dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtt3(’’tsum3.dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtpf3(’’pfor3. dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtpp3(’’pp3.dat”, ios::app);
switch (pick){

case 2:
wrtp3 C< dptl cc “\t0“ C< endl;
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wrtt3 << dptl << endl;
wrtpf3 << dptl cc ‘N O“ C< endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

if (dlay[O]~] > O){
upp=double((dlay[O] [i]+T2*ufact-t[O] ~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
low=double((-2*ewide[l ]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O]~]-2*ewide[O]) < (-2*ewide[l]))

low=double((dlay[O] ~]-2*ewide[O]-t[O]~(num-l )/
(t[num-1]-t[O]));

}
else{

upp=double((T2*ufact-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]));
low=double((dlay[O] [i]-2*ewide[O]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O][i]-2*ewide[O]) > (-2*ewide[l]))

low=doubie((-2*ewide[ l]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));

}
dyl =dlay[O]~];
ctl=(dyl -t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
ind=dyl;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);
while (remain != O){

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
npt=(upp-low)/dt + 1;
wrtt3 c< npt << ‘M” <c t[iow] cc “\n” cc dt << endi;
rsum3(ei,ec,Pt~],ldr,ldrc,ldri,dTl ,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,low,upp,

dt,gbrd);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt[i],npt,low,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtp3 << npt << “V 0“ << endl;
wrtpf3 C< fpt cc “M0“ cc endl;
for Q=O;j<npc j++){

wrtp3 << real(Pt[i][low+j*dt]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pt~][low+j*dt]) << endl;

wrtpf3 << real(Pfi]~]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pfi]~]) << endl;

P3t[i][low+j*dt] += Ptfi][low+j*dt];
pconj=conj(ei[O] [low+j*dt-ind]);
pp+=Pt[i][low+j*dt] *pconj;

}
wrtpp3 << real(pp) << “\t” <C imag(pp) << endi;
pp=complex(O,O);
while (j<fpt){

wrtpf3 <c real(Pfii]fl]) << “U”
cc imag(P~i]fi]) << endl;

j++;

}
}

break;

case 3:
dpt2=dpts[l];
wrtp3 << dptl *dpt2 << “\t 0“ << endl;
wrtt3 cc dptl*dpt2 <C endl;
wrtpf3 << dptl*dpt2 <C “\t 0“ cc endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){
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ind=i*dptl;
dy2=dlay[l]fi];
hgh=T2*ufac~
lw=-2*ewide[2];
if (dy2+T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dy2+T2*ufact;
else if (dy2-2*ewide[l] < Iw)

lw=dy2 - 2*ewide[l];
for (j=O; j<dptl; j++){

dyl =dlay[O]~];
cft=(dyl -t[OJ~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]);
if (dyl +T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dyl +T2*ufac~
else if (dyl -2*ewide[O] < Iw)

Iw=dyl - 2*ewide[O];
upp=double((hgh-t[O] )*(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]));
low=double((lw-t[O] ~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);
while(remain != O){

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
npt=(upp-low)/dt + 1;
wrtt3 << npt << “\n” <C t[low] cc “\n” << dt << endl;
rsum3(ei,ec,Pt~ ],ldr,ldrc,ldri, dTl ,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,

Iow,upp,dt,gbrd);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt~],npt,low,dt,mpt,cft);
wrtp3 << npt cc “\tO“ cc endl;
wrtpf3 cc fpt << “V 0“ << endl;
for (k=O; k<npt; k++){

wrtp3 << real(Pt~][low+k*dt]) cc “\V
<< imag(Pt~][low+k*dt]) cc endl;

wrtpf3 << real(Pf~][k]) << ‘Y”
<< imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

P3t@d+j][low+k*dt] += Ptfl][low+k*dt];

}
while (k<fpt){

wrtpf3 << real(Pfi][k]) << “\t”
<c imag(P~][k]) << endl;

k++;

}
}

}
break;

case 101:
dyl=dlay[l][O];
wt-tt3 <c”1” << endl;
r3delta(Pt,ldr,ldrc,ldri,dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O], dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,

dt,gbrd);
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
VVrtt3<< npt << “\n” << t[butt] << ‘~n” << dt << endl;

wrtp3 <C dptl << “h O“<< endl;
wrtpf3 << dptl << “\t O << endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

cft=(dlay[O]~]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]);
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ind=num/2-l +dlay[O]~];
pp=Pt~][ind];
.wrtpp3 << real(pp) << “\t” << imag(pp) << endl;
fpt=cfour(P~J,Pt[i], npt,butt,dt,mpt,cft);
wrtp3 << npt C< W 0“ c< enctl;
wrtpf3 << fpt << ‘N O“ << endl;
for (j=O; j<npt; j++){

wrtp3 << real(Pt[i][butt+j*dt]) cc “\t”
<< imag(ptp][butt+j’dt]) << endl;

wrtpf3 << real(~]~]) <c “\t”
<c imag(P~]~]) << endl;

P3t[i][butt+j*dt] += Pt[i][butt+j*dt];

}
while (j<fpt){

wrtpf3 << real(Pfli]~]) << “\t”
cc imag(Pfi]~]) cc endI;

j++;
}

}
break;

case 102:
dpt2=dpts[l];
wrtt3 << “l” <c endl;
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
wrtt3 << npt << “\n” cc t[butt] cc ‘M” cc dt << endl;
wrtp3 << dptl *dpt2 cc “\tO“ cc endl;
wrtpf3 << dptl*dpt2 << “V 0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){

ind=i*dptl;
dyl=dlay[l][i];
r3delta(Pt,ldr,ldrc,ldri,dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O],dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,dt,gbrd);
for (j=O; jcdptl; j++){

cft=(dlay[O]~]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt~],npt,butt,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtp3 << npt << “\t O“ << endl;
wrtpf3 << fpt << “\t O“ << endl;
for (k=O; k<npt; k++){

wrtp3 << real(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) c< “V’
c< imag(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) << endl;

wrtpf3 << real(Pf~][k]) << “\t”
c< imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

P3t~nd+j][butt+k*dt] += Pt~][butt+k*dt];
}
while (k<fpt){

wrtpf3 << real(Pf~][k]) << “V”
cc imag(Pf~][k]) C< endl;

k++;

}
}

}
break;

default:
tout << “program calculates two and three pulse experiments only”

<< endl;
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exit(0);
break;

}
wrtp3,closeo;
wrtt3.closeo;
wrtpf3.closeo;
wrtpp3.closeo;
ofstream wrtwf3(’’wfor3. dat”, ios::out);
WM3 <c “1” <c “\n” cc fpt << ‘~n” <c -1/(2*dt*cmfs) << “\n” << l/(fpt*dt*cmfs) << endl;

wrtwf3.closeo;
delete D Pt;
delete U P~

}// p3sum3

void rsum3(complex ‘em, complex ‘efcn, complex ptl o, complex cto, complex CCO,
complex cio, double xT1 u, double xT2D, int num, double dlyl, double dly2,
int diagn, int Iowr, int uppr, int dt, double go)

{
int xx=num/2-l;
int p[3], dly[3];
complex cti, ctc, igll, ig12, ig13;

for (int i=O; i<3; i++){
p~]=diagfl+l]-l;
dlyfl]=O;
if (p~]==O)

dly~]=dlyl ;
if (p[i]==l )

dly~]=dly2;
}
for (int t=lowr; t<uppr+l; t+=dt){

for (int tl =Iowc tl <c tl +=dt){
for (int t2=lowr t2<tl; t2+=dt){

for (int t3=low~ t3<t2; t3+=dt){
cti=ct[xx+t2-t3] *ct[xx+tl -t3]*ci[xx+t-t3];
igl1+=xT2[xx+t-t 1+t2-t3]*g[xx+t-tl -t2+t3]*cti*eflp[O]] [t3-dly[O]];

}
cti=ct[xx+t-t2]*ci[xx+tl -t2];
ig12+=xTl [xx+tl -t2]*dt*cti*efc[p[l ]][t2-dly[l ]]’igll;
igll =complex(O,O);

.
)
ctc=cc[xx+t-tl ]*efc[p[2]][tl -dly[2]];
ig13+=dt*ctc*ig12; // el in ctc
ig12=complex(0,0);

}
ptl [t]=dt*ig13;
ig13=complex(0,0);

}
}// rsum3

void r3delta(complex “ptl n, complex cto, complex CCD,complex cio, double xT1 0,
double xT2D, int num, double dlya, int dpts, int diagu, int dly2, int Iowr,
int uppr, int dt, double go)

{
int xx=num/2-l, C
int p[3], d[3];
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complex cti;

for (int i=O; i<dpts; i++){
for (int j=O; j<3; j++){

pfi]=diag~+l]-1;
d~]=O;
if (pjj]==O)

d~]=dly~];
else if (p~]==l )

d~]=dly2;
d~]+=xx;

}
if (d[2] >= d[l] && d[l] >= d[O]){

for (t=lowfi t<uppr+l; t+=dt){
if (t >= d[2]){

cti=ct[xx+t-d[l ]]’ct[xx+d[l ]-d[O]]*ct[xx+d[2J-d[O]]*ci[xx+t-d[O]]
*ci[xx+d[2]-d[l ]];

ptl[i][t]=xT2[xx+t-d[2] +d[l]-d[O]]*xTl [xx+d[2]-d[l]]*g[xx+t-d[2]-d[l]+d[O]]
*cti*cc[xx+t-d[2]];

}
else

ptlfi][t]=complex(O.O,O .O);

}
}
else{

for (t=lowr; t<uppr+l; t+=dt)
ptl~][t]=complex(O.O,O .O);

}
}-

}// r3delta
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// pcsum4.cpp
// functions to calculate one term (R4) of P3(t) in
// linear dipole response approximation.

#include “csum4.hpp”
#include “yehmath.hpp”

#include <complex.h>
#include <fstream.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include ciomanip.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#define kcm 0.695029 // boltzmann (cm*K)-l
#define pi 3.14159265358979
#define cmfs 2.99792458e-5 // speed of light (cm/fs)

void p3sum4(complex ‘ein, complex “ecu, complex Idrcn, complex Idrico, double tn,
double dTl o, double dT21J, int num, double *dlayD, int dptsn, double ewiden,
int nplses, int low, int upp, int dgmnn, double gbrdn, complex *P3tD)

{
extern int dt;
extern double T2, ufact;
int i,j,k,top,butt, npt,ind,dptl =dpts[O],dpt2,pick= npIses,fpt,mpt, cft;
double remain, test=O, dyl =0, dy2=0, hgh, Iw;
complex pp, pconj;
complex **Pt=new complex’[dptl], // P3(t)

**Pf=new complex’[dptl ]; // P3(w)
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

Pt[i]=new cornpiex[num];
Pf~]=new complex[num];

}

for (i=O; i<nplses; i++)
test+ =ewidefi];

if (test==O){
if (nplses==2)

pick=lOl;
else

pick=l 02;

}“
top=upp;
butt=low;
mpt=(top-butt)/dt+l;

ofstream wrtp4(’’psum4.dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtt4(’’tsum4.dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtpf4(’’pfor4. dat”, ios::app);
ofstream wrtpp4(’’pp4.dat”, ios::app);
switch (pick){

case 2:
wrtp4 << dptl cc “\tO“ << endl;
wrtt4 << dptl << endl;
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wrtpf4 << dptl << “M0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

if (dlay[O]~] > O){
upp=double((dlay[O] fl]+T2*ufact-t[O] )*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
low=double((-2*ewide[ l]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O][i]-2*ewide[O]) c (-2*ewide[l ]))

low=double((dlay[O] ~]-2*ewide[O]-t[O]~(num-l )/
(t[num-1]-t[O]));

}
else{

upp=double((T2*ufact-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]));
low=double((dlay[O] [i]-2*ewide[O]-t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
if ((dlay[O][i]-2*ewide[O]) > (-2*ewide[l]))

low=double((-2*ewide[ l]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l]-t[O] ));
}
dyl =dlay[O][i];
cft=(dyl -t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
ind=dyl;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);
while (remain != O){

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
npt=(upp-low)/dt + 1;
wrtt4 << npt << “\n” << t[low] <c “\n” << d cc endl;

rsum4(ei,ec,Ptfl],ldrc,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,low,upp, dt,gbrd);
fpt=cfour(P~],Pt[i], npt,low,dt,mpt, cft);
wrtp4 << npt << W O“ << endl;
wrtpf4 cc fpt << “MO“ << endl;
for (j=O; j<npt; j++){

wrtp4 << real(Pt[i][low+j*dt]) cc “\t”
c< imag(Pt~][low+j*dt]) << endl;

wrtpf4 << real(Pfl]fi]) c< “\t”
<< imag(Pfli]~]) << endl;

P3tfi][low+j*dt]+= Pt~][Iow+j’dt];
pconj=conj(ei[O] [low+j*dt-ind]);
pp+=Pt[i][low+j*dt] *pconj;

}
wrtpp4 <C real(pp) << “\t” << imag(pp) << endl;
pp=complex(O,O);
while (j<fpt){

wrtpf4 << real(Pfi]fl]) <c W“
cc imag(Pffl]~]) <C endl;

j++;

}
}

break;

case 3:
dpt2=dpts[l];
wrtp4 cc dptl*dpt2 << “\t O“<< endl;
wrtt4 << dptl*dpt2 << endl;
wrtpf4 << dptl*dpt2 << “\t O“<< endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){

ind=i*dptl;
dy2=dlay[l][i];
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hgh=T2*ufac~
lw=-2*ewide[2];
if (dy2+T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dy2+T2*ufact;
else if (dy2-2*ewide[l ] < Iw)

lw=dy2 - 2*ewide[l ];
for (j=O; j<dptl; j++){

dyl =dlay[O]~];
cft=(dyl -t[O])*(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]);
if (dyl +T2*ufact > hgh)

hgh=dyl+T2*ufact;
else if (dyl -2*ewide[O] < Iw)

Iw=dyl - 2*ewide[O];
upp=double((hgh-t[O] ~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]));
low=double((lw-t[O] ~(num-l)/(t[num-l ]-t[O]));
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);
while(remain != O){

Upp++;
remain=fmod(upp-low, dt);

}
npt=(upp-low)/dt + 1;
wrtt4 << npt << “\n” << t[low] << “\n” <C dt << endl;
rsum4(ei,ec,Pt~ ],ldrc,ldric,dTl ,dT2,num,dyl ,dy2,dgmn,low,upp,

dt,gbrd);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt~],npt,low,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtp4 << npt << “\t O“ << endl;
wrtpf4 << fpt << “h O“ << endl;
for (k=O; k<npt; k++){

wrtp4 << real(Ptfl][low+ k*dt]) << “Y’
cc imag(Pt~][Iow+k*dt]) << endl;

wrtpf4 C< reaI(Pf~][k]) << ‘Y”
c< imag(Pffi][k]) << endl;

P3t[ind+j][low+ k*dt]+=Pt~][low+ k*dt];

}
while (k<fpt){

wrtpf4 << real(P~][k]) <C “\t”
<< imag(P~][k]) << endl;

k++;

}
}

}
break;

case 101:
dyl =dlay[l][O];
wfit4 << “l” cc endl;

r4delta(Pt,ldrc,ldric, dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O], dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,dt,gbrd);
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
wrtt4 cc npt << “\n” << t[butt] << “h” cc dt cc endI;
wrtp4 << dptl << “\t 0“ << endl;
wrtpf4 <C dptl << ‘N 0“ << endl;
for (i=O; i<dptl; i++){

cft=(dlay[O][i]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-1]-t[O]);
ind=num/2-l +dlay[O][i];
pp=Pt~]~nd];
wrtpp4 << real(pp) <c “V”<< imag(pp) <C endl;
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fpt=cfour(Pfli], Pt[i],npt, butt,dt,mpt,cft);
wrtp4 << npt <c ‘N O c< endl;
wrtpf4 << fpt << ‘N O << endl;
for (j=O; j<np~ j++){

wrtp4 << real(Ptfl][butt+j*dt]) << “\t”
c< imag(Pt[i][butt+j*dt]) << end!;

wrtpf4 << real(P~]~]) cc ‘Y”
cc imag(P~]~]) << endl;

P3tfi][butt+j*dt] += Pt~J[butt+j*dt];

}
while (j<fpt){

wrtpf4 << real(P~i]fi]) c< “\t”
cc imag(Pfi]fi]) << endl;

j++;
}

}
break;

case 102,:
dpt2=dpts[l];
wdt4 << “1” << endl;
npt=(top-butt)/dt+l;
wrtt4 << npt << ‘M” cc t[butt] << “\n” << dt << endl;
wrtp4 C< dptl *dpt2 C< “\tO“<< endl;
wrtpf4 cc dptl *dpt2 << ‘V O’”<< endl;
for (i=O; i<dpt2; i++){

ind=i*dptl;
dyl =dlay[l][i];
r4delta(Pt,idrc,ldric, dTl ,dT2,num,dlay[O],dptl ,dgmn,dyl ,butt,top,dt,gbrd);
for (j=O; jcdptl; j++){

cft=(dlay[O]~]-t[O]~(num-l )/(t[num-l ]-t[O]);
fpt=cfour(Pfi], Pt~],npt,butt,dt, mpt,cft);
wrtp4 <c npt <c “\t O“ << endl;
wrtpf4 << fpt <<W O“<< endl;
for (k=O; k<npt; k++){

wrtp4 <C real(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) << “\t”
<< imag(Pt~][butt+ k*dt]) << endl;

wrtpf4 << real(Pfi][k]) << ‘V’
c< imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

P3tfind+j][butt+ k*dt]+=Pt~][butt+ k*dt];
}
while (k<fpt){

wrtpf4 << real(Pffj][k]) << ‘Y”
cc imag(Pf~][k]) << endl;

k++;

}
}

}
break;

default:
tout << “program calculates two and three pulse experiments only”

<c end!;
exit(0);

break;

}
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wrtp4.closeo;
wrtt4.closeo;
wrtpf4.closeo;
wrtpp4.closeo;
ofstream wrtwf4(’’wfor4. dat”, ios::out);
wrtwf4 <<”1”<< %“ << fpt << “\n” <<-1 /(2*dt*cmfs) C< “\n” C< 1/(fpt*dt*cmfs) << endl;
wrtwf4.closeo;
delete U Pt;
delete H P~

}// p3sum4

void rsum4(complex “em, complex “efcn, complex ptl n, complex CCD,complex cicn,
double xTI o, double xT2D, int num, double dlyl, double dly2, int diagn, int Iowr,
int uppr, int dt, double gn)

{
int xx=num/2-l;
int p[3], dly[3];
complex ctc, igll, ig12, ig13;

for (int i=O; i<3; i++){
p[i]=diagfi+l]-1;
dly~]=O;
if (p[i]==O)

dly[i]=dlyl;
if (p[i]==l )

dly[i]=dly2;

}
for (int t=lowc t<uppr+l; t+=dt){

for (int tl =Iowc tl <~ tl +=dt){
for (int t2=lowh t2<tl; t2+=dt){

for (int t3=lowr t3<t2; t3+=dt){
ctc=cc[xx+t2-t3]*cc[xx+t-t3]*cic[xx+tl -t3]*efc[p[O]][t3-dly [O]];
igl1+=xT2[xx+t-t 1+t2-t3]*g[xx+t-tl +t2-t3]*ctc; // e3 in ctc

}
ctc=cc[xx+tl -t2]*cic[xx+t-t2];
ig12+=xTl [xx+tl -t2]*dt*ctc*ef[p[l ]][t2-dly[l ]]’igl 1;
igll =complex(O,O);

}
ctc=cc[xx+t-tl ]*efc[p[2]][tl -dly[2]];
ig13+=dt*ctc*ig12; // el in ctc
ig12=complex(0,0);

}
ptl [t]=dt*ig13;
ig13=complex(0,0);

}
}// rsum4

void r4delta(complex ‘ptl n, complex CCD,complex cicn, double xTI n, double xT2D, int num,
double dlyu, int dpts, int diagn, int dly2, int lowr, int uppr,
int dt, double gu)

{
int xx=num/2-l, t;
int p[3], d[3];
complex ctc;

for (int i=O; i<dpts; i++){
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for (int j=O; j<3; j++){
p~]=diag~+l]-l;
d~]=O;
if (p~J==O)

d~]=dly[i];
else if (p~]==l )

dfi]=dly2;
dfi]+=xx;

}
if (d[2] >= d[l] && d[l] >= d[O]){

for (t=lowc t<uppr+l; t+=dt){
if (t >= d[2]){

ctc=cc[xx+t-d[2]]*cc[xx+d[2]-d[l ]~cc[xx+d[l ]-d[O]]*cc[xx+t-d[O]]
‘cic[xx+t-d[l ]]*cic[xx+d[2]-d[O]];

ptl fi][t]=xT2[xx+t-d[2] +d[l ]-d[O]]*xTl [xx+d[2]-d[l]]*g[xx+t-d[2]+d[l ]-d[O]]
*ctc;

}
else

ptl[i][t]=complex(O.O,O .O);

}
}
else{

for (t=lowr; t<uppr+l; t+=dt)
ptlfi][t]=compIex(O.O,O .O);

}
}

}// r4delta
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